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Morro Bay dock blaze kills one, injures four
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Sleeping fisherman, 11 boats lost to flames
By Bruce Sutherland
SliHW rittf________________

Fruits o f the OASIS

Grades, class schedules
to be sent before Xmas
By L au ra K kisch«r
SI«» W fil«'_____________ _

Cal Poly’s OASIS compuier
syMcm has changed ihe way
students will receive both their
course grades and their class
schedules, in addition to the
changes in class registration by
CAPTURE.
"There are a lot of changes
here and things that students
should be aware of," said Tom
Zuur, Student Data Systems
office manager.
In the past, the university
relied on volunteers to hand out
grades in the University Union
Pla/a, but this year for the first
time grade reports will be mailed
to the local addresses of students
just before Christmas.
However, the fall quarter
grades will not have any
cumulative information on them,
Zuur said, because Student Data
Systems has not yet finished
entering into the computer
former classes and
grades
earned.
By the end of winter quarter,
however, data as far back as fall
1987 should be a part of the
system.
Because the new system is so
disciplined, students will be
unable to receive credit for
classes they are not enrolled in,
said Ray Saturnino, a Cal Poly

student who works with OASIS.
"We know there are going to
be some glitches, but we’re try
ing to minimize those,” Zuur
said. “ We’ve produced lots of in
formation hopefully to let people
know if they’re in or out of a
class.”
Class schedules for students
who registered by CAPTURE
through Dec. 10 will be sent out
the week of Dec. 12 to students’
permanent addresses.
No additional copies of class
schedules will be sent to stu
dents, Zuur said, but it is possi
ble to obtain schedule updates by
calling CAPTURE to have
courses listed.
This is the first quarter Cal
Poly has used CAPTURE as the
primary methi>d of registration
for classes.
"The early rotations went
very, very well,” Zuur said. "We
know that the system was
hard-hit first thing in the
morning.”
He added that there were some
problems Monday when the
computer was off-line for a con
siderable length of time, but the
system was left on later in the
evening to compensate that
day’s rotation.
CAPTURE hours for finals
week will remain 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
For the weeks of Dec. 12 and 19,
the system will be open 7:30 a.m.
See CAPTURE, page 14

F ir e f ig h te r s
c o u n ty w id e
responded yesterday to a fire on
a Morro Bay boat dock that left
one person dead and two critical
ly injured. Two people were
treated for smoke inhalation at
the scene, fire officials reported.
The bla/e, which started short
ly after 6 a.m . Thursday,
destroyed at least 11 boats and
damaged five more, said Morro
Bay Fire Department spokesman
Fred Harpster.
The one fatality was a man liv
ing aboard his fishing boat. The
victim was sleeping on his vessel
and apparently was not awaken
ed by the commotion. Officials
would not disclose any futher in
formation about the deceased.
Information'regarding the two
people hospitalized was also not
disclosed, except to say each was
badly burned, Harpster said.
Authorities ordered a brief

evacuation of a half-mile area
near the fire after hearing reports
the pier was treated with
c r e o s o te ,
a c a r c in o g e n ic
substance.
Ten fire engines, members of
the Cuesta Conservation Corps,
the Harbor Patrol and the Coast
Guard worked to free boats from
the dock and douse the flames,
Harpster said.
No structures were damaged
by the fire but two cars parked
on the pier were destroyed.
Harpster did not know the
cause of the fire, but said police
were beginning a preliminary
investigation.
One Morro Bay resident and
boat owner said she believed the
cause was an electrical overload.
"There were just too many
boats plugged into the dock,”
she said.
Fire officials could not confirm
her claim.
Instead of attempting to put
the flames out and risk fuel ex

plosions, firefighters cut burning
boats loose and towed them
away from the dock, Harpster
said.
Fire and harbor officials
started pulling up boards and
planks once the blaze was extin
guished, to safely dispose of the
oil-covered wood, which, once
burned, emits noxious fumes.
The pier was reportedly treated
with creosote, a carcinogen the
federal Environmental Protec
tion Agency has banned from
over-the-counter sales as a wood
treatment and from use as a
pesticide. The bans were issued
in 1984 and 1985, respectively.
The dock is located just behind
the Great American Fish Com
pany at 1185 Embarcadero in
Morro Bay. Police expected
clean-up would take most of
Thursday.
No estimate of damage was
available at press time.
The A ssociated Press
tributed to this report.

con

Cost of parking ticket
will double in winter
By Bruce Sufherlund
S t«» Wr»«r

Students should be prepared
for "ticket shock” when return
ing to school next quarter, said
Cindy Campbell, Public Safety
parking supervisor.
The bail for tickets received on
campus is increasing from S5 to
$10 for parking in a no-parking,
red or unauthorized parking
zone.
The increase is not an attempt
to punish those who park illegal
ly, Campbell said, but is being
done for other reasons.
One is to deter those who park
without a permit or with an
unauthorized permit in a staff
spot.
"Some people who have a lot of
money don’t mind paying a S5
ticket every once in a while,”
Campbell said. "By raising the

amount, maybe they will think
twice about it.”
The increase is also being ini
tiated to make campus bail fees
more equal to surrounding com
munity fees. A car owner who
parks in a no-parking zone in
town receives a $10 ticket.
Ticket fees have not been rais
ed at Cal Poly since 1981, said
P u b lic S a fe ly L i. L ero y
Whiimer.
Campbell knows there will be
many students who are unhappy
with the hike, but is quick to
point out that most of the new
citation bails are still below the
eSU system’s overall average.
Cal State Norihridge leads the
pack with a $28 bail for parking
in a no-parking zone.
Tacked on with this new rise in
ticket prices is a new attitude
toward misuse-of-permit vio
See TICKETS page 15
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Letters to the Editor
D o n ’t m is q u o te
B ib le a n y m o re
Editor — For the last couple of
months, I have been following
the homose.xuality/Christianity
arguments in the paper. I am
disturbed not at the letters
themselves, but at the misuse of
the Bible to support claims or
both sides.
Laura Jiminc^’s Nov. 30 letter
brought this pet peeve of mine tc
a point.
As a Christian, I want to point
out a mistake that she made. Her
claim of blacks being Cain’s
cursed children is not a
misrepresentation of biblical
truths, it is not biblical at all.
The Genesis account of the
story says, “ ... Then the Lord
put a mark on Cain so that no
one \sould kill him." (Genesis
4:15). The theory of blacks being
"cursed" children, subject to in
ferior treatment, is non-biblical
Mormon doctrine written by
Joseph Smith, founder of the
Latter Day Saints church. It has
no biblical backing whatsoever.
Furthermore, this dextrine was
considered obsolete by the LDS
church in 1978, based on a "reve
lation" received by Spencer W.
Kimball.
Not everybody involved in this
whole thing has misquoted the
Bible, but many have. All I ask
is that everyone would get the
facts straight. Please do not use
non-biblicai dvxtrine. or versc'quoted out of context when using
the Bible to support a statement.

act as much more than a deter
rent and only lead to a harsher,
more violent society.
Besides, how do you apologize
to a castrated man when you find
out that he was innocent after
all?
Jim McNames
Electronic Engineering

G r a d u a tio n n o t
tim e fo r s tre s s
E d ito r — My fia n c e is
graduating this December and he
is planning on going through
commencement ceremonies. Elis
parents are divorced and remar
ried and are planning to attend.
We have already used all his five
tickets. That leaves all his other
family members and my parents
unable to attend his graduation.
It seems to me that the tickets
should only limit the number of
guests seated, and allow others
ti) stand and view the ceremo
nies.
T his s itu a tio n
is veryfrustrating and not at all unique.
Fie and many other graduates
are forced to exclude family
members and friends from at
tending graduation. When I
graduated from U.C. Santa Bar
bara last June, there were no
limits on the number of guests,
only on seats.
I think that the university
should do its best to make this
time a happy and joyous occa
sion, not fru stra tin g
and
stressful. Let us all come. I’ll
stand.

Daniel Glaeser
Business

Karen Slee

R e v e n g e is n o t
a n s w e r to ra p e

C o p ’s a c tio n s
w e r e o u t o f lin e

Editor — In response to Johr
Baker's Nov. 22 commentary
column suggesting that rapists
should have their balls cut off, I
would like to suggest we choose
something else.
Baker states, " I ’m in favor of
more severe punishment for
those who have the arrogance to
ruin someone’s life for selfsatisfaction.” Then Baker should
be severely punished himself.
Does he not want to cut the
testicles off for revenge, for selfsatisfaction? I think this would

Editor — The following scene
could be a true story. The names
have been changed to protect the
innocent.
Joe glanced at his partner’s
face as their police car glided
smoothly around the corner. The
corners of Joe’s mouth moved
anxiously; in the line of duty, one
in uniform never knows the
dangers that might come up.
"Friday,” he said, starting to
make conversation, but suddenly
Joe’s
lackadaisacal
partner
bolted upright from the driver’s
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Christmas is for caring
By Coleen B o n d y _______
As we face finals, the impending financial
disaster that Christmas shopping brings, last
minute papers, senior projects and mob scenes at
the mall, it is hard to remember the true meaning
of Christmas.
In fact, we probably haven’t had time to think
about it at all, except to dream of the moment of
freedom, the last final taken and nothing but pack
ing to worry about, and three weeks of non
intellectual bliss. At least, that’s all I’ve thought
about, except for the occasional panic that comes
with knowing I haven’t bought many Christmapresents yet. But we really ought to think abou
the reason for this holy day.
When I was young my parents were atheists.
They had both been very conservative politically,
and were very intellectual. They met and married
at UCLA. My dad was a graduate engineering
student and my mom was a philosophy major.
My brother and sister and I were never told
much about religion as kids. My mom said we were
free to choose our own, if we ever wanted to. As
with almost everything, she let us discover for
ourselves what we wanted to become. (Though she
did push college real hard). I still think that is a
good way to raise children, but I wish she had
taught us more about religion.
When I was in kindergarten we made a book
about ourselves. We told a typist what we wanted
it to say, and then drew pictures around the type.
The typist asked me about my family’s religion. 1
told her “ We are Christian, we don’t believe in
God, and we celebrate C hristm as."............
That was the full extent of my understanding of
Christmas and religion. I had many Jewish friends
in Los Angeles, and to me all religion meant was
whether you celebrated Christmas or Hannukah.
My mom tells me I used to pray, but no one had
ever told me to. I must have seen it on television. I
did talk to God, but I knew my parents didn’t be
lieve in him. I was a very confused child! My con
cept of God was like Santa Claus, I knew some
people believed in him, and some did not. I thought
the older you got or the more intelligent you were,
the less likely you would be to believe in God.
seat.
Friday’s hands left the steering
wheel and covered his face as
beads of sweat and wrinkles
formed at the corners of his eyes.
“ That dog’s just been hit!” he
screamed.
Joe looked up in time to
glimpse the injured animal
careening off the bumper of a se
cond car. He thought to himself,
“ Gee, an injured dog. My batting
average needs a little work. I
think I’ll club it to death.”
As many readers can guess,
this scene developed in my mind
after reading Marisa Peterson’s
tragic letter about the pet dog
that, after being struck twice by
cars, was bludgeoned to death by
a San Luis Obispo police officer.
Just what do they teach those
guys at police academy? Some
thing like this? I) Wake up. 2)
Dog Bashing 101. 3) Breakfast at
doughnut shop. 4) Harp seal
practice. S) Doughnut run. 6)
Manatee stabbing 31S. 7) Late
night doughnuts.
I admit the cop was pretty
brave. After all, he was risking
tennis elbow by hitting the dog
so many times. Plus, dogs have
been known to bite, and a
pampered F>et that has been run
over by two cars might just be
delirious enough to mistake a
blue uniform for the postman.
The policeman might have had

by B erke B reathed
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1 looked up to my father so much, and still do. So
when he used to say, “ You can’t prove God exists
on paper, and I don’t believe in anything that can’i
be proved on paper,” it sounded logical to me.
But as 1 grew older I realized there is a feeling of
God that just can’t be defined, and that feeling
usually comes out in people more at Christmas
than any other time of the year. Aside from the
fact that retailers are pushing Christmas earlier
every year (Gottschalk’s had its trees up before
Halloween this year) Christmas really does put a
loving, giving feeling into many people. And thai
feeling is what 1came to think of as God.
My mother is now a born-again Christian, and
ever since she became one Christmas with her has
changed a lot, and I’m glad. My parents are
divorced, so my brother and sister and 1 switch off
where we spend Christmas every year.
The last time I spent Christmas with my mom,
we helped for one day to give out presents and food
to welfare recipients. It was a fascinating experi
ence for me. Oddly enough, I didn’t feel like a saint
afterward. People were trying to get away with as
much as they could, lying about how many people
were in their family and trying to take more than
their share of toys. My Christmases as a child had
been full of gifts and food, comfort and safety, so 1
fell a strange mix of guilt, anger, happiness and
disdain (for myself and them) that day. I learned
about myself and the nature of giving. I had
wanted to do it to make myself feel good, but that
wasn’t what happened.
It was a good lesson, the fact that one day of
giving doesn’t change me, or the plight of poor
people. It would take a Christmas attitude every
day of (he year to do that, not just in me but in
everyone in America.
'
At this lime of the year especially we ought to
think about what Christmas is really celebrating.
It is not a commercial holiday invented for
retailers to make a fortune.
It is a day for us to celebrate the birth of Christ,
the incredible goodness he brought to us, and the
love and goodness that exists in every person in
this world.

A C h r is tm a s
g ift to u s a ii

good intentions in trying to put
the dog out of misery. But if he
had time enough to borrow
someone’s baseball bat, then he
could just as easily have borrow
ed the phone to call the proper
channel for dealing with injured
animals: Animal Regulation.
Instead, the law officer reacted
with primeval instinct and a
nightstick. A nightstick is not
the answer to all of the world’s
problems, especially where its
use pertains to giving medical
“ aid" to the injured and the
defenseless.
The cop had no right to decide
that someone else’s pet should be
denied a veterinarian. The man
ner in which the policeman killed
the helpless dog was sadistic and
inhumane. Repeated blows to the
skull with a nightstick and a
baseball bat are likely to cause a
painful toothache and blurred vi
sion, not prevent further misery.
Scooby and Scrappy beware!
What next? Spuds McKenzie
crucifixion?
Nuke the
101
Dalmations? Snoopy drawn and
quartered?
Vicious attack-trained animals
such as that policeman should
not be allowed to roam free. They
give fair decent officials a bad
name.

Editor — This Christmas let us
not forget God’s gift to us — the
most precious gift the world has
ever known.
He could have destroyed us in
the days of Noah. Or he could
have made us puppets on a str
ing — because puppets don’t
disobey their Creator.
Maybe he should have been a
tyrant, using sword and whip to
make us follow. But God isn’t
that type of ruler; he wants us to
come to him out of our heart’s
own desire. So he belittled
himself and gave himself to us as
a baby, poor and born in an
animal stall. And the words of an
ancient Jewish prophet were
fulfilled, “ For to us a child is
born, to us a son is given, and
the government will be on his
shoulders. And he will be called
Wonderful Counselor, Mighty
God, Everlasting Father, Prince
of Peace. Of the increase of his
government and peace there will
be no end.” (Isaiah, 9:6).
And we see God’s love for the
world in the giving of himself to
the baby Jesus. Thank you, fa'her God.

David Sunga
Electronic Engineering

Richard Hewitt
Poultry Industry
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English and philosphy Student engineer developing toys
want 1 week add/drop to foster handicapped-family ties
By Suzy Wallace

Resolution says 2 weeks mandatory
By Brenda Suppanz

dents wanted three weeks to
make schedule changes and
faculty wanted one week. Cal Po
ly President Warren J. Baker
decided on a compromise of two
weeks, Leavey said.
‘‘From a survey of students,"
Leavey added, in regard to the
present
two-week
add/drop
period, “ most students showed
they would rather have it that
way. We’d favor the add/drop
the whole quarter if they can.”
Agriculture Senator Ricardo
Echeverria said that students
sometimes need time to try a
schedule out to make sure it
works for them.
“ You need at least two weeks
to feel that out,” he explained.
Leavey also pointed out that
Cal Poly hasn’t been through a
full course of CAPTURE yet.
“ The university has not yet
had a chance to evaluate the pros
and cons of a complete registration-add/drop cycle for any one
quarter," the resolution states.
The resolution will be voted on
during the second senate meeting
of winter quarter.

staff Writer

A resolution was proposed to
the Student Senate Wednesday
which supported the continua
tion of the two-week add/drop
period, despite attempts from the
English and philosophy depart
ments to shorten it.
The two departments want the
a d d /d ro p period shortened
because of CAPTURE, the new
method of registration, said
Business Senator Todd Leavey,
who authored the resolution
along with Paul Marcillac, Ar
chitecture and Environmental
Design senator.
The faculty argue that with
CAPTURE, students should be
able to have their schedules
worked out before the first week
of school, making it possible to
shorten the add/drop period,
Leavey said.
‘‘If anything. Cal Poly stu
dents would like to have the cur
rent add/drop period lengthen
ed," Resolution 89-OS states.
When the add/drop period was
set up, Leavey explained, stu

staff Writer

A Cal Poly electronic engineer
is at work on creating a tool to
bring handicapped people closer
to society.
Erik Wilmot, president of Cal
Poly’s Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers, is working
to develop a line of toys for the
San • Luis Obispo Easter Seal
Society’s Lekotek program.
Wilmot is using his senior pro
ject as a vehicle to develop toys
and devices that are low cost and
easily available to families, yet
incorporate state-of-the-art elec
tronics.
“ The Lekotek program is
designed to bring profoundly
handicapped children and their
families closer together," said
Wilmot. “ It brings the people
closer together by encouraging
the parents to play with their
children more often.
“ This promotes communica
tion between the individual and
the family, strengthening bonds
that lead to increased growth
and education of the kids.
“ This is an ambitious project

- Coupon GOOD FOR ONE

give back all of the gifts and op
portunities I have been fortunate
enough to receive in my life. I
saw this as an opportunity to do
that."
There are several toys avail
able to the handicapped on the
market, but they come with a
high price tag. Also, many of the
toys available perform only one
function instead of offering
variety and interest, yet they
still cost as much as $300.
“ The majority of the middle
class families can’t afford to
spend $200 on one toy that a
child gets bored with, it’s just
not practical,” said Wilmot. “ I
want to give families a choice. I
want people to be able to give
their kids fun things that help
them grow and still be able to
pay the bills. I think that com
panies in this market are really
taking advantage of people in
unfortunate situations."
The project continues through
winter quarter, when the actual
assembly of the toys will take
place. Wilmot is now working on
a prototype to judge the effec
tiveness and practicality of his
design.

FOR YOUR HOUDAY GIFT-SENDING PLEASURE
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that took a lot of research and
work with the handicapped so
that I could understand their
abilities and needs.
“ My initial ideas were way off
base as far as what I thought the
needs of the Lekotek program
were. Now I have a clearer idea
of what’s the best way to help
the families in the program."
The first toy in the project will
be a device that enables interac
tion between parent and children
who are unable to speak or move
from a wheelchair. The child can
control the toy by clapping his
hands, which causes an electronic
chip to activate a light board
that has several different game
options for the parent and child
to play.
‘‘I first heard about the
Lekotek program during the first
meeting of our senior projects
class in the beginning of fall
quarter,” Wilmot said. “ It at
tracted my interest because it
allowed me to put my engineer
ing skills and education to work
offering help to people who really
needed it.
“ I have always had a desire to
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Strategies can pay off O Xmas tree, O Xmas tree;
during post office blitz please protect their branches
_____ ________________________________ . t

By Karin Holtz
Staff Writer

For anyone planning lo send
holiday cheer through the mail
this year, there is about a week
left before the dreaded Christmas
rush hits.
“ Anytime after Dec. 12 it can
be a zoo,” said Gail Arnhart,
supervisor at the Laguna Lake
post office.
At that time, Arnhart said, it
can lake two to three days for
in-siaie mail to reach its destina
tion and four to five days for
packages going cross-country.
A nything sent first-class
always takes two days, even dur
ing the holiday rush, Arnhart
said.

"It goes out every day because
we can’t hold anything first-class
overnight,” she said.
People will be more successful
sending out cards and packages
if they are careful to avoid
mistakes, she said. These include

writing the wrong zip codes and
— the most common — forget
ting apartment numbers.
A rnhart suggests sealing
packages securely with parcel
tape, not siring. And they should
be wrapped in plain paper on the
outside, at least, because holiday
wrapping paper is flimsy, she
added.

*lt*s not (hat weVe
a bunch of baboons
or anything, but we
have to throw them
(packages) in bins
and baskets/
— Steve Espinosa
“ It’s not that we’re a bunch of
baboons or anything,’’ said Steve
Espinosa, a postal service
techincal assistant, “ but we have
to throw them in bins and
baskets.”
Post office lines can also be a
headache this lime of year, but
there are ways around them, Ar
nhart said. Between 11 a.m. and
1 p.m. are the best hours to come
in, she said, and 4 to 5 p.m. are
the worst. Mondays are always
the busiest days of the week, she
added.
The best way to avoid the lines
is to use self-service postal units,
Arnhart said.
There are three on campus: one
in front of Vista Grande, one by
the Sandwich Plant on the Inner
Perimeter and one across the
street from the Administration
Building.

By Dan Holmes
Special to the Daily

In a week or so, after finals are
over and you’ve come down from
the caffeine buzz you’ve been
sporting since dead week, you’ll
be home relaxing and helping
mom and dad decorate the
Christmas tree.
Before the decorations go on
though, you must pick the right
tree and know how to care for it
once you have it.
Trees can be bought either
pre-cut, or balled and burlapped
(with the roots still on.) The most
common cut trees are the
Douglas fir, Blue spruce and
Noble fir.
The Douglas fir has dense,
dark green or bluish-green foliage
and a sweet-smelling fragrance.
A real good choice! Another good
choice, although not nearly as
common a cut tree as the fir, is
the Colorado blue spruce. This
spruce has a definite bluish-gray
color and the foliage is less dense
than the fir, allowing more space
for ornaments. The Noble fir,
another common tree, has
bluish-green needles with stiff

EVENING WEAR SALE!
Everything From Sequins to V elvet
At Low Low Prices
10% Discount For Students
773-4057
6 5 5 D olliver U pstairs

Campus additions plan to open fo r business next quarter
By Brenda Suppanz
Staff Wrtl»r

they could do before the fire
m arshall’s approval,”
Greg
Brami, consumer services chair
said. “ It should only take a cou
ple of weeks to do the work.”
Brann, who has worked with
other students on the plans for
the pizza parlor, said four tables
will be put in the University
Union Plaza to help accommo
date the take-out pizza. When it
opens. Backstage Pizza will test
the pizza market at Cal Poly, and
may possibly open a permanent
liK'ation at a later date.
Yost Construction took over
renovation of the bowling lanes
on the first floor of the UU Nov.
28, Larry Abrams, ASI ad
ministrative aide said. The con-
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down the freeway with the bran
ches fluttering in the wind. This
will dry the tree out and cause
the needles to drop earlier than
usual.
If you must tie the tree to the
roof, be sure to bring an old sheet
or burlap to wrap the tree. This
will greatly lessen the water loss
and lengthen the life of the tree.
Once the tree is home, make a
fresh cut on the bottom to allow
better water uptake. Keep the
tree well watered — daily for the
first few days. If your mom is
anything like mine, she probably
insists that you put sugar in the
water because “ my mother used
to do it, and besides, it’s good for
the tree!” If that’s the case,
make sure you add a little bleach
to the water to kill the bacteria
that the sugar promotes.
So, in order to avoid a Charlie
Brown Christmas tree, with a
,pilc of needles and a spindly
bunch of twigs, make sure to
follow the suggestions noted
above. If all goes well during
vacation, you’ll have a green
tree, a full stomach (from mom’s
force feeding), no more caffeine
buzz and a smile on your face
because you are rested and
relaxed.

Bowling, pizza to spice up Union

Cal Poly students can look
forward to eating pizza by the
slice beginning winter quarter,
and will even be able to enjoy it
at the renovated bowling alley if
they are so inclined.
Plans to begin operation of the
two facilities arc materializing
and they should be opening soon,
said Roger Conway, ASI execu
tive director.
The fire marshall approved the
plan for Backstage Pizza and
work began Wednesday.
“ They have done evert hing

BRIGITTE'S BOUTIQUE

branches for heavy ornaments.
The balled and burlapped trees
are generally more expensive,
but in the long run, will pay for
themselves in comparison to
buying trees that will just be
thrown out after the ornaments
are removed. Some of the most
common uncut trees are the No
ble fir (described above) and the
Norfolk Island pine. The Norfolk
Island can be potted and kept in
a semi-sunny patio area until it’s
ready to be dressed up for the
holidays.
While at the Christmas tree lot
or nursery, make sure that the
tree is freshly cut. A good way to
assure freshnessis to pick it up
by the main stem and hit it on
the ground. If it is freshly cut,
few needles will fall to the
ground. If however, after hitting
it on the ground, there is a pile of
needles left and it looks like
Charlie Brown’s tree. I’d suggest
looking for another one.
After selecting the best tree
you’ve ever had, be careful
transporting it home. So many
limes I’ve seen a family, anxious
to put the tree up and the cute
little ornaments that go with it,
tie the tree to the roof of their
station wagon and go
flying
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tractor will have until Dec. 28 to
complete the work, but Abrams
said it should be completed by
Dec. 16. The American Bowling
Congress will come that next day
for certification. The alley is set
to officially open the first day of
winter quarter classes, Jan. 4.
“ I am very enthusiastic and
very optimisitic,” Abrams said.
“ I want to get this going.”
Work on the bowling alley will
include resurfacing the lanes and
repairing the pin machines.
Abrams said they just got a
pin-cleaning machine and the
ball-cleaning machine has been
repaired. There will also be new
pins when the alley opens, he
said.
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Poly givers help
SLO needy in spirit
o f holiday sharing
al Poly students are catching the giving spirit
this year and taking time to make a difference in
San Luis Obispo by helping those less for
túnate have an enjoyable holiday season.
More than a dozen clubs and organizations on camptti
signed up to participate in the fourth annual Holiday
Sharing Drive, an event sponsored by i\SI Student
Community Services Special Events, whicb runs through
today.
Collecting toys, singing, Christnias carols to the
developmentally disabled and gathering clothes ap
propriate for a homeless person to wear to a job inter
view were some of the ideas various student groups
came up with for their projects.
“ All the optimism in the world tells me that we can
count on Cal Poly students to really come through for
us,” said Dixie Budke, executive director of United
Way-Neighbors Helping Neighbors.
Her organization recently accepted a donation from
Cal Poly of 3,000 pounds of caniMlI food collected in
conjunction with the Holiday Sharing Drive.
Neighbors Helping Neighbors will coordinate
distribution of the food through other local agencies
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through the Holiday Sharing Drive it would ( j f ^ a t if
they wouMcontinue doing it.”
BaOMPy Nash, community development director for
Neighbors Helping Neighbors, said Cal Poly has really
made an effort of the past couple of years to reach out.
“ 1 think that people are realizing that Cal Poly stu
dents are a part of the community,” Nash said. “ There
have been tangible manifestations of that.”
Capt. Dan Hughes, commanding officer of the Salva
tion Army, said he too has seen increased student
awareness and participation in community service activil,ies, even in just the past six months.
“ We’re glad it has (happened),” he said. “ It’s a very
valuable service that they do provide.”
Budke attributes the increase in student service first
to the links being made between the different agencies
and the campus itself by computers and improved
organization, and secondly, to the increased willingness
of non-profit agencies in the community to bring in stu
dents at a high level of service.
“ The students have always wanted to help,” she add
ed, “ but their skills and talents weren’t being utilized
(before).”
And she said she thinks once students do get involved,
they will become addicted to the good feeling that comes
from helping others.
The Economics Association participated in the Holi
day Sharing Drive for its first time this year by conduc
ting a canned food and toy drive on Nov. 20.
Club president Valare Rasmussen said the decision to

said her group wants to be recognized on campus and to
get involved with the school and the community and saw
the Holiday Sharing Drive as a good way to do so.
The pledge class also conducted a clothing drive
among the members in their house so that others can
enjoy wearing clothes they might not otherwise be able
to afford.
“ We’re trying to get more involved in the community
and we’re going to be doing more things during the
year,” she said.
Teresa Huffman, ipecial events co-director, said the

*San Luis Obispo is very fortunate to
haye Cal Poly and the incredible
,humaa resources Cal Poly has to
offer.’
—Dixie Budke

Student Senate and the School of Liberal Arts Council
decided to become involved in the holiday drive because
it was not too time-consuming and their efforts were
beneficial to the community.
She is active in both groups which planned collections
to gather necessary items from their members for the
local homeless such as toiletries, sheets, towels, sweats,
jackets and clothing appropriate for job interviews.
“ It (the homeless issue) is something that’s been com
ing up in the news a lot,” she said. “ San Luis really does
have homeless people who need help.”
Additional campus groups who signed up to do pro-
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such as the Salvation Army, Operation Outreach,
Grassroots and Loaves and Fishes.
The role of the Cal Poly Special Events staff in the
Holiday Sharing Drive is threefold: to encourage groups
to become active in the community, to publicize the
event and to offer suggestions of projects to consider
and names of local non-profit agencies.
“ It’s a way to get clubs and organizations on campus
to do something for the holidays and the community,”

*lt’s easier to get people to do things
in the spirit of the holicUQ^s. I think
once they do something through the
Holiday Sharing Drive, it would be
neat if they would continue doing it.*
—Tina Ramos

said Tina Ramos, special events co-director.
Although many of the groups participating in the
drive have service projects throughout the year, Ramos
said that special events also tries to target people who
might be willing to help the community on a short-term
basis.
“ It’s easier to get people to do things in the spirit of
the holidays,” she said. “ I think once they do something

Alpha Chi Omaga aororNy mambara apraad holiday
chaar aa thay rahaaraa Christmas carols for rasidsnts
at a horns for tha davalopmantally diaablad.

TOM V »K O C IU M m*I*«W <>•**«

A U M in th« UU w a t docoratod with om am anta that rapraaant avary ciub which haipad w ith tha Holiday Sharing Driva.

^e involved iri the drive was based on the club’s desire to
do something nice for the community during the holiday
season and the fact that some of the organization was
already done by the special events staff.
Members of the community were very unselfish in
their giving to the drive, she added, and they applauded
the club for its efforts.
Another cannec^ food drive was organized by secondyear participants in the Holiday Sharing Drive, the In
terfraternity Council and Panhellenic, on Nov. 19.
Lance Doherty, IFC philanthropy chairman, said the
turnout was excellent with more than 7(X) members from
13 fraternities and five sororities participating.
He added the event was a positive one because it gave
the different Greek groups the opportunity to work
together as a whole in service to the community.
in addition to participating in the canned food drive,
the Omicron pledge class of Alpha Chi Omega sorority,
went caroling Thursday at the developmentally disabled
home Casa de Vida and presented the residents with
handmade Christmas cards.
Melissa Cole, second vice president of the pledge class.

jects for the holiday drive include: American Marketing
Association, Society of Civil Engineers, Mexican-Chicano Association, Rec Sports, Phi Delta Theta
fraternity. Sigma Alpha Epsilon little sisters and Sierra
MadreHall.
The special events staff has placed a decorated
Christmas tree surrounded by canned food in the Uni
versity Union to publicize the efforts of ail the clubs who
participated in the drive.
Huffman said one additional goal of the Holiday Shar
ing Drive is to promote a larger awareness of community
services in which students can participate, not Just for
the holidays.
Cal Poly students don’t just help their community
around the holidays either, Budke said, but instead they
go above and beyond the minimum in their efforts yearround.
She said she believes there are even more service pro
jects going on in the community than the ones she is
aware of and that they are simply being done out of the
kindness of the students’ hearts.
“ It’s always amazed me that Cal Poly students have
so much to do (school and work) and they still find time
to partiepate in community volunteer projects,” she
said.
“ San Luis Obispo County is very fortunate to have Cal
Poly and the incredible human resources Cal Poly has to
offer,” she added. “ 1 just think the world of the Cal Poly
students.”
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Police suggest prosecution in plane crash
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TOKYO (AP) — Police today statement it believed the acci
sought criminal charges against dent did not involve a criminal
employees of Boeing Co., Japan act
“ Boeing does not believe that
Air Lines and the Transport
criminal
acts were committed by
Ministry after a three-year in
anyone
and hopes that the
vestigation into the cause of the
district
prosecutor’s
office also
world’s worst single-plane crash.
will
conclude
that
there
was no
Police said the crash, in which
520 people died, was caused by criminal conduct,” the company
the professional negligence of 20 saiu.
„
Ciunina
Prefeciural
Police
people, including four Boeing
handed
results
of
the
probe
to
employees, 12 Japan Air Lines
tie
Maebashi
District
Pro
workers and four employees ol
secutor’s Office, which will
the ministry of transpon.
decide
whether to press charges
The p e o p le acc u sed of
for
negligence,
which is an of
negligence were responsible tor
fense
under
Japanese
criminal
aircraft repairs, maintenance and
law.
inspection.
The police said they were
It was the first time that
criminal charges arising from a unable to question the four Boe
plane crash investigation have ing employees.
But they said documents cot.•
been sought against officials of
fiscated
from Japan Air Lines
IS
the Transport Ministry, which
provided
enough evidence to
responsible for aviation safety.
substantiate
their involvement.
Boeing, the Seattle-based air
The
four
reportedly
supervised a
craft manufacturer, said in a

repair of the aircraft in 1978 that
was performed improperly.
Boeing sources said that police
already have names of people
who performed the repairs, but
Boeing employees have rejected
repeated police requests for
questioning.
The Boeing 747 with 524 peo
ple aboard crashed into a moun
tain during a flight from Tokyo
to Ctsaka on Aug. 12, 1985, kill
ing all but four on board.
The police action highlights the
di.Terent legal customs regarding
ai
accidents and corporate
cri.ninal liability in Japan and
the United Slates.
Japan is one of a few countries
where criminal charges are
sought
against
individuals
responsible for airplane acci
dents, said Hiroshi Itakura,
criminal law professor at Nihon
University in Tokyo.

Fighting Battalion has field
exercise at Camp San Luis
By Laura Fleischer
Staff Writer

M embers o f Cal P o ly ’s
Fighting
Mustang
Battalion
went to Camp San Luis Obispo
Nov. 19 to put their classroom
knowledge into practice.
As part of the one-day Fall
Field Training Exercise, the
cadets participated in a series of
sessions which included basic ri
fle marksmanship, land naviga
tion, troop-leading procedures,
orienteering, patrolling and indi
vidual tactical training.
The field day was organized by
fourth-year cadets in the Reserve
Officer Training Corps and coor
dinated by Kathy Shear, execu
tive officer of the student bat
talion.
’’Fourth-year cadets are train
ing the third-year cadets, which
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is putting everything we’ve
learned up to this point into ac
tion,” she said.
The event was especially
geared toward third-year cadets
in order to prepare them for a
six-week advanced camp this
summer, Capt. Mark Earley said.
Earley helped supervise the
land navigation and orienteering
segment of the training. He said
he believed the event was suc
cessful overall.
“ What this was doing was giv
ing them (third-year cadets) basic
knowledge and enhancing their
skills of tactical aspects of being
an officer,” Shear said.
The first- and second-year
cadets also benefitted from the
event, she added, which helped
them
d e v e lo p
a
b e tte r
understanding of their classroom
instruction.
For example, in the patrolling
exercise cadets learned how to
successfully conduct a raid, an
ambush or the reconnaissance of
a particular area by organizing
security, assault and support
teams.
The Fighting Mustang Bat
talion, which is composed of 64
students this quarter, will also
participate in a weekend-long
field training exercise this
spring.
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Saving and
Loans may
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need bail out
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
chairman of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. on Wednesday
called for spending S30 billion
next year to shut down the
“ worst losers” in the savings and
loan industry.
“ We need to close the worst
first,” FDIC Chairman L.
William Seidman said in a lun
cheon speech to the National
Press Club. “ ... These institu
tions are losing over a billion
dollars per month.”
Seidman’s agency insures de
posits in commercial banks, not
thrift institutions, but his agency
is offering recommendations for
solving the crisis in the savings
and loan industry.
Some analysts recommend
tapping Seidman’s fund, a move
he opposes, and estimate that
the S<&L cleanup will eventually
cost $S0 billion to $100 billion.
The Federal Savings & Loan
Insurance Corporation, which in
suring deposits in thrift institu
tions, is technically insolvent.
Seidman did not call directly
for a taxpayer bailout, saying
only, “ It’s up to the Treasury
Department and Congress to
determine
which
alternative
makes the most sense.”
He said that the S&L industry
“ certainly can contribute its
part” but added that “ beyond
that contribution, the gov
ernment must find the resources
to meet this problem.”
Seidman’s recommendation to
quickly close about 90 seriously
insolvent S&Ls differs sharply
from the views of the Federal
Hom e Loan Bank B oard,
responsible for regulating the
nation’s 3,028 federally insured
S&Ls.
The bank board’s approach has
been to rescue most failed S&Ls
and keep them open, fearing that
massive closings would leave
some regions without service and
devastate local economies by
flo o d in g the m arket with
foreclosed real estate.
O th e rs, including form er
presidents Gerald Ford and
Jimmy Carter, and Congress’
General Accounting Office, say it
will be cheaper in the long run to
spend heavily now to close failed
S&Ls as soon as possible.
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Enjoy a quiet, secure apartment, an d the peace of mind
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STUDIOS, TOWNHOUSES, a n d FLATS. Call 543-4950 tor
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Take or Send a Cattaneo Gift Pack
They're SLO Good!

Ttustaru^ DaiCy
congratuiates

CHOOSE THE PERFECT GIFT EVERY TIME
GIFT PACKSI

$23.00

GIFT PACK # 6a

$28.10

Bm I Jerky. W pound ^
Smoked Bm I Slick« Vk pound
Pieiechio Nut« tk pound
Shipping weight 5 ib«

B m I JRfky. 1 pound
Shipping waighi 4 ID«

P(S0
PETT

GIFT PACK #2a
Bm I J«rhy. I pound
Piiiachio Nui*. 1 pound
Shipping iMighl 5 lb*

GIFT PACK # 6 b
$26.60

GIFT PACK # 6 c

GIFT PACK # 2 c

GIFT PACK # 7

$28 80
$28.00

$33.10

GIFT P ACK#4a
Bm I Jarky. 1 pound
Smokad Bm I Slick« 1 pound
Pi«iachio Nui« I pound
Shipping «Wight 6 lb«

$31.60

GIFT PACK # 4 b

O ur Beef Jerky Is sliced from hl^h quality
top rounds of beef, specially selected for
Cattaneo Bros. We ofTer you a choice of
four flavors: regular, peppered, extra-hot
peppered, and terlyakl. O ur Smoked Beef
Sticks have Just a hint of old time smoke
flavor from real hardwood smoking. This
year, send the glA that recdly says San
Luts Obispo County...one of Pozo Pete's
amazing glA packs...We have the perfect
suggestion for everyone on your lis tcheck us out and then let us pack, wrap
and send them for you. We love to make
people happy, don't you?

$26.10

Regular Bm I Jerky. 'A pound
Peppered Bm I Jerky. % pound
Tenyaki Bm I Jerky. 'A pound
Extra Hot Beel Jerky. Vk pound
Shippirtg Weight 4 lb«

Bm I Jarky. 1 pound
Smokad Bm I Slick« 1 pound
Shipping «Wight S lb«

Tile Sell cf tHe Be4

$20.15

Sub«iiiui« Dried Apncoi* lor Pistachio«

Sub«iiut« Onad Apricou lor Pitiacho«

O rd e r a g ift p a c k to r th o se
s p e c ia l p e o p le in y o u r life.

$19.05

SubtiiuM Smokad Almond« lof Pi«lachio«

GIFT PACK #3

GIFT PACK # 8

$23.50

Regular B m I Jerky. % pound
Peppered Bm I Jerky. Vk pound
Tenyaki B m I Jarky. Vk pourvd
Regular Smokad Bm I Slick« Vk pourtd
Tenyaki Beet Slick« W pound
Shipping Weight 41b«

Sub«iiijla Smokad Almond« kn Pi«lacho«

GIFT PACK # 9

GIFT PACK « 4 c

PwiachM)« 1 pound
Smokad Almond« I pound
Dried Apncoi« I pound
Shipping werghi 6 lb«

$33 80

Sub«iiut« Onad Apncoi« lor Pi«iachio«

GIFT PACK #5

a a il December gracCs !!

Subeliiuie Smoked Almond« lor Pisiachiot

GIFT PACK # 2 b

H E LP S A N T A M A K E
E V E R Y O N E ’ S W IS H E S
C O M E TR U E I

$19.80

$34.35

Bagular Bm I Jerky. W pound
Papparad B m I Jarky. Vk pourtd
Tanyaki Bm I Jarky. Vk pound
Shipping «Wight S Ibt

/V r iv e v V fiA tz .

$19 00
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OFFICIAL SNACK-FOOD LIST
B««t Jgrtiy’. regular, pappgred igriyakL or extra hot
16 oz
$18 SO
Beel Jerky; regular, peppered teriyaki or extra hot
8 oz
995
Beet Jerky; regular, peppered tenyaki. or extra hot
4 oz
5 40
Sampler pack, regular lerky. peppered lerky. arid
3 V4 OZ
179
leriyaki lerky. regular beel sticks, and tenyaki
beel sticks sealed separaiely m one combo pack
Smoked Beel Sucks; regular or tenyaki
16 oz
500
Smoked Beel Slicks, regular or tenyaki
4 oz
1 40
Pistachios
8 oz.
255
Smoked Almonds
8 oz
1 80
Dried Apricots
8 oz.
290
T-Shirts; Small. Medium Large. Extra Large
499
Baseball Caps, one sue Ills aii
3 99-*-Tax
Wooden boxes
450+Tax

C a tta n e o B ro s .

OPEN SATURDAYS
B E G IN N IN G N O V E M B E R

ÛF?
r
P

OFFICIAL ORDER FORM

805/543-7188

AMOUNT

------------------ itEM bÉÍ¿Rl6ftÓN-------------------- u n r ■wncr

ChwM to: MrC
Card Numbar:
lipirallon Opal

w it o t h :

VISA

1RPRR8TRZ1IBD'
TOTAL

Personal checks may require two weeks to clear.
Add total number of pounds to be shipped. If total
p
contains a half pound go to naxt hig nest pound.
U.P.S. • Shipping and Handling Rates:
1
2
3
4
5

lbs
)b*
lbs
lbs
Ibt

Í3 4 0
380
4 20
460
500

26TH

OFFICIAL SHIPPING
INFORMATION
SHIP TO _
ADDRESS:
CITY:_____
STATE:_____

.ZIP:.

YOUR NAME:
ADDRESS:__
CITY:_______
STATE______

ZIP:

P A C m c H ilS U R E
STORES:
6S0 Cypress
nsmo Beach. CA 93449
(80S) 773-1416

1127-A Broad Sire«’
San Luis Obispo. CA 9 3 4 0 1
(80S) S43 6949

DAY PHONE:____________
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add $ 2 .5 0 fo r C .0 .0 . ordsrs.
Add S 3 .0 0 p « r pound fo r 2 n d day
a ir, w h ich includas A laska and H a w a ii
Add $ 5 .0 0 to U .P .S shipping chargas
fo r U.S. Postal ordars.

FOR EACH
ADDI TIONAL
POUND OVER 5 tbs
ADD 40«

MUSTANG DAILY

MAIL TO:

C A TT A N E O BRO S.
7 6 9 C a u d ill S tre e t
S an L u la O bispo
CA 9 3 4 0 1

Don’t forge^you can pick up delicious
Cattaneo Bros. Jerky at the following
official Factory Outlets:

I

C o f to n e o Bros. 769 C au d ill S treet

Son Luis O b isp o

543-7188

A/w avatabl0 at fodory-dlncf pdcM Som Ifie toêowing atnckâ loctoty outM i:

II

CHALK MOUNTAIN LIQUOR W

9990 EL CAMINO REAL
ATASCADERO
461-1100

I

R COUNTRY STORE

2948 GRAND
LO SO U V O S
688-8750

CRUSHED GRAPE

)M (O IN O S LIQUOR A DELI

CENTRAL COAST PLAZA
SAN LUIS OBISPO
544-4449

II

JUG LIQUOR

II

395 MORRO BAY BLVD.
MORRO BAY
772-8543

750 E. MAIN STREET
SANTA MARIA
925-4438
VILLAGE VIDEO

106 BRIDGE ST.
ARROYO GRANDE
481-4630

G e t yours while they lo$t
i^They make great gifts!

.

(El Corral calendars are slightly^more ^
portable thari those useà’by thé AztecsO i’
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College Book Company Presents

TEXTBO O K B U Y BACK
AT TWO LOCATIONS,

DURING FINALS

In fron t o f El Corral Bookstore
D ecem b er 5~9, 8 :00am-4:00pm
On the lawn near Engr. West
D ecem b er 5-9, 8 :30am-3:30pm

EIGdíioJ

$1 OFF COUPON
Receive a dollar off "Christmas Buck" coupon when you
sell your textbooks back. The coupon is good for an
extra dollar off during the Bookstore Christmas Sale,
December 5-9,1988.

BEFORE
GOING ON
BREAK:
_l V Electric heat?
"1 j S h u t off at breakers
Electric w a te r heater?
S h u t off at breakers
M a k e sure ali iights,
radios and T V ’s
are off.

Bookstore

CONTEST
Check the special number on your Christmas Buck.
If your number matches one we have posted inside
El Corral Bookstore, you have won a gift certificate or
other valuable gift. Contest ends 4pm Dec. 9, 1988.

Have a happy holiday
and start y o u r new y e a r off right
by

LOW ERING
PG&E
BILLS!
W IN TE R
BILLS ARE
GOING
UP!

C/)

'' ''
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13 injured
in southwest
China quake

Silvio's
=11M K L D ell
Salutes Cal Poly Students
and Staff!
Bring this add and get
$ 1 . 0 0

O

F

F

^

^

^

either a Delicious Deli Sandwich
or a Hot Lunch Entree
Reg. Price $3.95 - $3.99
1 2 3 00 Los Osos V alley Road 5 4 9 -0 2 2 4
w e e k 9-6 pm.

A G T O B O D Y , P A IN T & T IN T S H O P

5 :0 0 -8 :3 0 PM

Receive a

Q U A L IT Y A G T O B O D Y & P A IN T W O R K
----------- iF R E E E S T IM A T E !
INSGRAnCE W U U l ULALMLV ACi
WE STAND BEHIND ALL
COLUSION REPAIRS

Daily

F R E E M IZ E D D R IN K ’^
(n on -alcoh olic)

With The Purchase Of Our $6 .9 5
All You Can, Bat C hinese And
Japeflese D ^ ^ er Buffet.
choice •m arJw ri'’

- A ^ V lU n e

• p i n a » » ‘O-- .r - »

685 Higuera

« p 12 / 30/88

•Rust proofing & undercoating
•Q uality 3M window tinting
•Ground effect kits available
•F ree shuttle bus to school

*Q\FT CERTIFICATES A VAILABLE*
541 -4938
543-7878

546-9700

BG TTO NW O O D INDUSTRIAL PARK
731 BUCKLEY RD. SLO

i^ n u a l

As our gift to you, El Corral Bookstore w ill deduct 20% from the price of selected
merchandise during the Annual Christmas Sale.
Discounted 20% for the sale w ill be Christmas gifts. Gift Books, School Supplies,
Stationery, Art, Craft and Technical Equipment, Photo Supplies, Gift Wrap, Greeting
Cards, Calendars, Clothing, Jewelry Food Items and many more items from our
regular stock. Also save an additional 20% from the already discounted price in our
entire General Book Department
Computer products, class rings, class schedules, university catalogs, magazines,
textbooks and special orders are not included due to their already low prices. Hurry
for best selection! Sale limited to stock on hand. Free gift wrapping.

December 5- 9, 1988
ElGDrioJ

1»»* ,

Bookstore

BEIJING (AP) — A strong
aftershock in southwest China’s
quake-stricken border region
destroyed 620 houses and injured
13 people, the official Xinhua
News Agency said Thursday.
T he
a f te r s h o c k ,
w hich
measured 6.7 on the Richter
scale, hit Wednesday and was
centered in the same remote
mountain region of Yunnan pro
vince devastated by a Nov. 6
quake in which 730 people died
and more than 4,(XX) were in
jured.
M any o f th e b u ild in g s
destroyed in Wednesday’s after
shock suffered damage from the
initial quake and were not inhab
ited, officials said. Many local
residents have been living in
icnis.
Xinhua said a lead mine and
cement factory in Lancang
County, near the epicenter, suf
fered new damage in the after
shock and were forced to close.
More than 1,000 afiershocks,
most far weaker, have hit the
region since the Nov. 6 quake,
which measured 7.6 on the
Richter scale.
The Richter scale is a gauge of
the energy released by an earth
quake as measured by the
ground motion recorded on a
seismograph. A quake measuring
7.0 or greater is capable of caus
ing heavy damage in a populated
area.
The Nov. 6 quake was China’s
mosi devastating since the 1976
earthquake that leveled the nor
theastern city of Tangshan, kill
ing an estimated 242,000 people.
^^9

VALENCIA APARTMENTS
WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO
THANK THE FACULTY, STAFF, AND ESPECIALLY
THE STUDENTS OF CAL POLY FOR OUR
MOST SUCCESSFUL YEAR EVER!
MBRRT CHRISTMAS & HAPPY HOLIDAYS
FROM THE RESIDENTS AND STAFF AT

543-1450

ET

ET CETERA

C E T E R A

Buy 2 cards and
get the 3rd of equal
or lesser value for
FREE!
Coupon good thru Christmas

ET CETERA
Buy 2 gift bags
and/or 2 rolls of gift
wrap and get the 3rd
of equal or lesser value
for F R E E !

j

Coupon good thru Christmas

ET CETERA

i

25% O FF A LL
BOXED CARDS

Coupon good thru Christmas

Have an upperly cool holipav
544-2312
725 Higuera & Central Coast Plaza

., V 20% O FF ALL
1989 C A L E N D A R S
Coupon good thru Christmas

w

1

12
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Teen suspected of involvement
in shooting of father and mother

RUSSIA 1989
JUNE 24 - JULY 8

M oscow , Yalta
Kiev & Leningrad
All inclusive $2829 from New. York
Escorted from San Luis Obispo by Russian
Speaking Olga Howe.

C a ll now fo r d e ta ils !

84N LUI9 TRAVEL
460 Marsh St.

543-4967

THIS GUY D ID N'T
KNOW W HO HAD THl
BEST PIZZA IN TOW N

ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — A
teen-ager was arrested after his
father was killed and his mother
wounded, even though the
youth’s mother told authorities
an intruder was responsible for
the attack, police said.
David John Terry, 18, was ar
rested Tuesday, said Anaheim
police D etective Lt. M arc
Hedgpieth.
Owen Lloyd Terry, 56, was
killed and his wife, Pauline Sharton Terry, 51, was seriously
wounded in the Monday night
attack at their home.
Mrs. Terry called police about
8 p.m. and said she and her hus
band had been shot by an in

truder, Hedgpeth said.
Owen Terry was dead when of
ficers arrived. Mrs. Terry was
taken to Western Medical Center
in Santa Ana where she was in
stable condition Tuesday, a
hospital spokeswoman said.
About 2'/i hours after the at
tack, police found Richard
Lawrence Rodriguez, 20, of
Anaheim hiding in bushes near
the Terry home. He was booked
Monday night for investigation
of murder, Hedgpeth said.
Both Rodriguez and David
Terry were being held in lieu of
$250,000 bail. Hedgpeth said
they probably would be arraign
ed Thursday.

W E D O IT
U K E Y O U D D O rr.

Police do not believe the
younger Terry was present when
his parents were shot,' Hedgpeth
said. ‘‘But a review of the
evidence indicates to us that he
was involved.”
Hedgpeth declined to speculate
why the teen-ager, who lived
with his parents, would be in
volved in their shooting. He
would not describe their rela
tionship nor how the attack
evolved.
The detective lieutenant did
say that jewelry taken from the
Terry residence was recovered,
but Rodriguez did not have it
when he was arrested. There was
no indication the younger Terry
took ii, Hedgpeth said.
Neighbors said the Terrys liv
ed in a quiet, middle-class
neighborhood for more than 17
years.
‘‘They are some of the nicest
people you’d want to meet, a
very nice and quiet family,” said
Bobbie Conkcy, 43, who lives in
I he neighborhood.

Pregnant queen
claims trustee
discrimination

"H A P P Y H O L ID A Y S "

OPEN 7:00 AM
TO 12:00 MIDNIGHT
981 FOOTHILL BLVD
w fo o ir
v ie io w o o i t

B U T YOU DO ! !
^ œ D S T Œ K ’S
1015 Court Street

__ 541-4420

SPECIAL OFFER
WHOPPER SANDW ICH, FRIES
& A SOFT DRINK FOR ONLY $ 1 .9 9
Please present this coupon before ordenng.
Unit one coupon per customer. Not to be Good only at
used with other coupons or o«ers
noe
This offer expires 1 2 /31/88
9 0 l r O O tn ill

Get A

FREE

m
d

IV Q .

LOS ANGELES (AP) — An
unwed student cut from the list
of homecoming queen contes
tants because she was six-anda-half months pregnant asked
college trustees to draw up a
policy banning such discrimination in the future.
“ Pregnancy is not a crime,”
feminist attorney Gloria Allred
told Wednesday’s meeting of the
l.os Angeles Community College
Board of Trustees at Southwest
College.
Marvina Jones, 22, entered the
homecoming queen contest at
Southwest College on Nov. I, but
she was told a week later by the
A s s o c ia te d S tu d e n t
Body
Organization planners that the
contest was canceled.
“ Still another shock followed,”
Allred said. “ On homecoming
day, Nov. 12, when Marvina
went to the football game, she
was surprised to see that a
homecoming queen and a run
ner-up were announced.”
Jones later learned through
co n v ersa tio n s with stu d en t
leaders and homecoming judges
that she wasn’t selected because
she was pregnant.

R em em ber-

Opæn 7 Days
a Week

Every bike sold
a t Broad SL Bikes
comes w ith a free
30 day A 6 month
tune-up.

«

U-Lock With
Bike Purchase
Offer Expires

‘W œ DSTŒ K’S

OFF

1 2 /1 0 /8 8

741 Humbert St.
S.L.O.
541-5878

W H E N YO U O R D E R A N Y
LARGE PIZZA A N D TW O
SO FTD RINKS
One Coupon Per Pizza

exp. 1/09/88

B ik e s
SLQ's Mountain RìIta
Mountain Bikes BMX Mlnl-scoots

Accessories
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THE V ILLA G E INN
BED & B R E A K F A S T

Court rules NRC lax
in waste storage ok
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
federal appeals court ruled Wed
nesday for the second time that
the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission had failed to give proper
consideration to potential safety
problems before approving ex
panded nuclear waste storage at
the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant.
But in ordering the NRC to
hold a new hearing on an issue of
fire safety and potential radia
tion release, the 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals refused a re
quest by opponents of the San
Luis Obispo plant to block use of
the new waste storage facilities.
“ This request is not supported
by a showing of imminent and ir
reparable harm ,” said Judge
Mary Schroeder in the 3-0 deci
sion.
The ruling requires the NRC to
allow evidence it had previously
rejected about the possibility
that an earthquake or other ac
cident would cause a loss of
coolant in the waste storage area,
leading to a fire that could
release large amounts of radia
tion into the air.
That scenario, based on a
January 1987 study by a labora
tory commissioned by the NRC,
is considered “ virtually physical

ly impossible” by the NRC staff
and is contradicted by other
analyses, said Greg Cook, a
spokesman for the federal agency
in Walnut Creek.
He said no decision has been
made on whether to appeal
Wednesday’s ruling.
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
spokesman George Sarkisian
said the com pany, which
operates Diablo Canyon, was
“ pleased that the court felt there
was no harm being done by the
use of these racks.”
He said the order for a further
hearing was based on a “ legal
technicality” and predicted it
would be resolved in the plant’s
favor. Meanwhile, he said, the
new storage racks are in use.
But Dian Grueneich, lawyer for
the Sierra Club and Mothers for
Peace, the groups that challeng
ed the NRC actions, said the rul
ing was a victory that could lead
to significant changes in the
waste storage project.
"W e’re absolutely delighted
that this is the second time the
9th Circuit has told the NRC
that it has violated the law in
looking at this issue,” she said.
“ The NRC has ignored this issue
for so many years.”

Search fo r frozen head ends
RIVERSIDE. Calif. (AP) —
The county coroner’s office has
ugreed to end its search for the
head of an 83-year-old woman,
frozen in hopes she can be reviv
ed later, in return for dismissal of
a suit filed by the woman’s son.
“ I have no intention at this
lime nor at any time in the future
of thawing out ... the remains of
Dora Kent,” Coroner Ray Car
rillo slated in court papers filed
regarding the Nov. 10 seiilemeni.
The seiilemeni also provides
ihai Ihe coroner’s office will not
disturb remains of eight other
people frozen at Alcor Life Ex
tension Laboratories in River
side. In return, Dora Kent’s son,
Saul, dropped his demand that
the county pay S2S.6(X) in legal
fees.
Alcor practices cryogenics,
freezing of the dead with the
hope they can be revived later
when a cure for their ailment is
discovered. Many scientists dis
count the practice as fantasy.
Kent, 49, who lives in the
WtxHlcrest area of Riverside, had
tiled the suit against Carrillo to
bar him from seizing his mother,
Dtrra’s, head for an autopsy. He
steadfastly has refused to turn
over the head, citing fears it may
be damaged. Earlier this year,
Kent won a Superior Court order
to keep the coroner from seizing
it and other remains.
On Wednesday, Kent refused
again to say where the head is
being stored because a criminal
investigation into his mother’s

CO
UPON
Bring this ad in for
15% OFF
on art supplies. The
1St week of school
vaild 1/3/8 9 - 1/12/89

G R A H A M ’S
Art Store

982 Monterey
next to Boo Boo Records!
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Gann limit may be revised
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Gov.
George Deukmejian is recon
sidering his staunch opposition
to amending the constititional
limit on state government spen
ding, according to a top aide.
Deukmejian’s chief of staff,
Michael Frost, said the governor
is debating whether to propose a
change in the so-called Gann
limit following voters’ passage
last month of school funding and
tobacco tax initiatives.
“ I think that the Gann limit
has been seriously compromised
by both Propositions 98 and
Proposition 99,” Frost said
Wednesday. “ The governor has
always said that he would sup
port the Gann limit as long as he
felt it was workable. And I think
now we have to look seriously to
see whether it still is workable in
view of the changes that have
been made by the propositions.”
Proposition 98 guarantees
schools and community colleges
a minimum funding level and a
share of any future tax rebates.
Proposition 99 raises the ciga
rette tax 2S cents a pack and
imposes a new tax on other
tobacco products.
Frost said Deukmejian still

supports a state spending limit,
but the Republican governor
may consider amending the cur
rent restraints promoted by an
ti-tax crusader Paul Gann and
passed by voters in 1979.

7 spacious guestrooms,
All private baths
Full country breakfast included.
15 minutes from campus.

Approved

407 El Camino Real, Arroyo Grande
(805) 489-5926

L IN D A 'S C LO SET
F or A ll

yo u r

F orm al

D ressm a kiriQ

a n d

&

H o lid a y

A lte ra tio n s

546-9542

Is Time Running Out...
On your Senior Project or Final?
W E C AN H ELP!
Whether its copying, binding, typesetting
or computer time, Mike's Copy and Graphics
has Just what you need to get your
work done perfectly...and ON TIME!
Open until midnight Monday
through Thursday and all day
Friday and Saturday. Mike's is
there for you—with friendly, helpful
people who really CARE about your
project.

F o o th ill P la za • 7 7 5 F o o th ill • San Luis Obispo • 5 4 4 -3 6 2 5

T^HMIIT
FE A S T L IK E AN
EM PEROR!

LARGE 15- DIAMETER
death remains open.
Assistant District Attorney
Randall K. Tagami on Tuesday
said the agreement barring the
coroner from seizing the head
would have no effect on that in
vestigation. He declined to
Cheese & Sauce
comment further.
Additional Toppings 99C ea
The coroner’s office in
vestigated Mrs. Kent’s Dec. II
death because she died at the
Alcor Life Extension Founda
tion’s laboratory in Riverside
without a doctor being present.
Her head was removed there and
officials said she had died of
pneumonia.
The coroner’s office found large
doses of barbiturates in Mrs.
Kent’s body, and asked the
police department and district
attorney to investigate the pos I
sibility of homicide. Alcor said
the drugs were used to prepare I
her body for freezing of the head
and Mrs, Kent was dead before
the drugs were injected.
Alcor charges $35,000 to freeze
a member’s head and $100,000 one coupon per order
for a full body.

MZZA

1017 MONTEREY ST.
SAN LUIS OBISPO

HUV4ltY

I
$2.00 OFF ON ANY
I
$1.00 OFF ON ANY I
I ORDER OVER $5.00 I ORDER OVER $10.00
I
exp. 12/09/88 I
exp. 12/09/88
««»« coupon per order

6 FEET OF FRESH SNOW...
THOUSANDS OF WEST COAST STUDENTS EAGERLY AWAITING

COLLEGE WINTERFEST '88
Its no secret that the last few ski seasons have not been that spectacular. But tNs year's snow fall has made up for the past.
Every ski resort in California and Nevada has opened their slopes to snow-stanzed skiers. Presently, there's an average of a 5-6
foot base and all chairs are in full operation.
if you like to ski and a good time is your bag, College Winterfest '88 should be your choice. December 17-20, thousands of
students from all over the West Coast will come together tor what is to be the biggest ski extravaganza in America.
The Winterfest '88 tour is a great bargain at a mere $119.00. This package includes 3 days and 3 nights lodging at Bally's
hotel/resort in Reno, the largest casino in the world, and 3 full days of skiing at Heavenly Valley. Free nightly happy hours will
be provided as well as the new Greg Stump movie, T H E BLIZZARD OF AAHHH'S."
W e are making it easy for you to participate. By sending a deposit of $50.00 by December 12, to:
Ski Masters, P.O. Box 690517, Stockton, California 95297-8901
you are ensured a spot in the largest ski extravaganza of the year. The balance of payment can be made at Bally's upon arrival.
Some of the schools that are participating:
CAL STATE FULLERTON
CAL POLY
SAN DIEGO STATE
CHICO STATE
STANFORD
UCLA
U.C. IRVINE
SAINT
MARY'S COLLEGE
U.C. DAVIS
SACRAMENTO STATE
U.C. BERKLEY
ARIZONA STATE WASHINGTON STATE

use

For m ore infom iation about College
W interfest '88, call TO LL FREE:
CAL STATE SAN BERNARDINO
1-800-548-9773
U.C. SAN DIEGO
or call your nearest area representative:
SAN FRANSISCO STATE
Chico State:
Ken Payne
(916)345-2805
U.C. SANTABARBARA
San Diego State: Brian Gini
(619) 698-4205
SAN JOSE STATE
U.C. Davis:
Royce Stewart (916) 753-8722
U.O.P.
Cal Poly:
Eric Horton
(805) 541-3830
OREGON STATE & UNIVERSITY U.C. Santa Barbara Susie Mellis (805) 968-1086

*lf you would like to be a group organizer, one (1) free trip will be given with ten (10) paid participants.
*ViSA and M astercard accepted.

I
I
I
I
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Quayle: ‘I won’t be spear-carrier’
CENTRAL COAST REALTY

2 Bedroom , 2Bath M obile Hom e - $37 ,0 00
2 Bedroom Condo, Pool, Jacuzzi - $ 1 0 7,00 0
2 Bedroom , 1-3/4 Bath House - $ 16 9,00 0
3 Bedroom House, Jacuzzi, Hardwood Floors - $ 1 3 7,00 0
4 Bedroom , 2 Bath, 2600 sq. feet - $ 27 5 ,0 0 0
Triplex, 2 Bedroom s, 1 Bath - $ 1 7 9 ,0 0 0
For a FREE L is t of A ffordable

¡!jmes Cu'ido'^ M
o^"* Horn?'' Call 549-9996

WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice
President-elect
Dan Quayle,
wooed by members of his party’s
right wing since the election, said
Wednesday he won’t be their
“ so-called spear carrier’’ in the
Bush administration.
In a wide-ranging interview
with The Associated Press,'
Quayle also hinted that he may
spend more time than his
predecessors in presiding over
the Senate, which is controlled
by the Democrats.
On a personal note, he said he
had learned from the verbal gaf
fes he committed during the
campaign to curb a tendency
toward talking too much. “ Ver
bosity leads to unclear, inarticu
late things,’’ he said.
Quayle also said he would
make no recommendation as to
who should replace him in the
Senate, but he did not reject
suggestions that he favors Rep.
Dan Coats, the former aide who

TOPS $14.95

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
National Economic Commis
sion’s recommendations may
come to naught, but it has
become the best sounding board
around for people fed up with the
seven-year deadlock over the
federal budget deficit.

PANTS $14.95
Ru.s.sdl Athletics sweat pants, sweat
shirts and [xilkner Ik x k I s ate wearguaranteed* for five full veapi. And
their cla-ssic style outruns any tad.
No wondcT thev’a*
such fau)rites.
And going so
fast Bc’tter run
hv before we
runout.

A variety of officials repre
senting corporate America, labor
unions and various special inter
est groups have paraded before
the commission to raise alarms
about the deficit and insist that
the new adm inistration and
Congress do something.
Government officials, past and
present, also have lent their
voices to the clamor, with many
pointing to skittish financial
markets as the best reason for
quick action next year.
On Wednesday, former Federal
Reserve Chairman Paul Voicker
echoed concerns raised two
weeks earlier by his successor at
th e
c e n tr a l
bank,
A lan
Greenspan.
Voicker said a failure to act
could trigger a loss of confidence
by foreigners in U.S. investments
which could topple the country

W A SH ÍN G T#^N .
t a k in g our

Quayle also hinted that he may
take a more active role in his of
ficial capacity as president of the
Senate, presiding over the Democratic-controlled chamber more
frequently.
The presiding officer has
substantial discretion as to
which senator to recognize for
the purpose of offering amend
ments, bills and motions. Nor
mally the chair is occupied by a
member of the majority party. A
Republican in charge could spell
contention between Democrats
and the administration.
“ Clearly the constitutional role
of being president of the Senate
is something I’ve got to sit down
and decide on how I’m going to
allocate my time. ... There have
been suggestions to me by many
that I consider spending more
time in the Senate than my
predecessors have. I have not
made a decision on that,’’ Quayle
said.

Witnesses warn NEC
about looming deficit

Long-Running Favorites
Guaranteed to Last.

represents his old congressional
district.
His comments about conser
vatives were his strongest public
rejection of the notion that he
would become a link between the
Republican Party’s far right and
the new administration. Quayle
himself is an ardent conservative
who has supported Reagan ad
ministration positions during his
eight years in the Senate.
“ I’ve worked with a number of
conservatives in the past; a lot of
good friends are conservatives,
but I’m not the point man for the
conservatives in this administra
tion. ... You won’t see me being
the so-called spear carrier for all
the
so -called
co n serv ativ e
issues,’’ Quayle said.
He said “ there’s not a penny’s
w o rth
of
d if f e r e n c e
in
philosophy’’ between him and
President-elect George Bush,
who in the past has been
perceived as more moderate.

Mark Akm Siamoti
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into a severe recession.
“ We are, entirely unnecessarily
in my view, undercutting the
economic foundation of United
S tates
w orld
le a d e rs h ip ,”
Voicker said.
Two weeks ago, Greenspan
told the commission that the
need to deal with the deficit is
becoming ever more urgent
because the huge tide of red ink
has begun to “ eat away at the
foundations of our economic
strength.”
Another government official,
Charles Bowsher, head of the
General Accounting Office, told
the advisory panel Wednesday
that just holding the growth of
spending to the level of inflation,
as has been suggested by
President-elect George Bush,
would not be enough to get the
deficit under control.
He said consideration will have
to be given to raising taxes,
something Bush has vowed he
will not do, to go along with furth e r c u ts in g o v e rn m e n t
spending.
“ There are no painless ways to
cut spending or increase reve
nues,” Bowsher said.

CAPTURE
Frompage I
lo6 p.m.
CAPTURE will be closed Dec.
24 lu Jan. 2, but will he reopened
Jan. 3 to 18 to allow students to
make schedule adjustments.
Addendums to the winter class
schedule, which will list sections
added and
ro o m /d a y /lim e
changes, will be available Dec. 5
ai department
offices,
the
library, ihe UU and El Corral.
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THIS CARTOON IS SPONSORED

BY BIG MUSIC!

THIS GUY DOESN'T
EAT AT
7 a m. - 9 p.m.

HONEST HOMECOOKING
543-3454

2121 Broad St.. S L.O.

Friday, December 2, 1988

World
A r a f a t ’s v i s a d e n i a l
u n it e d n a t io n s (AP) — A
U.N. comminee overwhelmingly
denounced ihe U.S. refusal lo let
Yasser Arafat into the country
and urged a reversal of the deci
sion in a harsh resolution sent to
ihe General Assembly today.
The 121-2 vote Tuesday evenby the assembly’s legal
committee indicated how lopsid
ed ilic vote in the full assembly is
likely lobe.
The United States and Israel
opposed the resolution, which
recommended the State Depart
ment issue a visa to the Palestine
1 iberation Organization leader so
he can address the General
Assembly on the Palestinian
issue.
Arafat, in Sudan for talks on
ihc Middle East situation, was
qiioied as calling the U.S. deci
sion not to grant him a visa “ il
legal.” The Middle East News
Agency quoted Arafat as saying
that if Washington docs not lei
him inio the United States, ihc
General Assembly will convene
in Geneva “ in ihc second half of
December.’
Hritain abstained from Tuesday's vote because it opposed
strong language in the resolu
tion. European nations joined ihe
Arab and non-aligned countries
in supporting the measure.
fhe legal committee, formally
called the Sixth Committee, has
delegates from all 159 member
naiions, but not all were present
for the vote.
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(Steam ed Rice & Salad included)

d en o u n ced

The PLO’s permanent observer
ai the United Nations, Zuhdi
I.abib Terzi, said if the first reso
lution passes, Arab nations
would offer another to move the
General Assembly to Geneva.
It would be the first time the
General Assembly has shifted its
session in protest, although
special sessions have been held in
Geneva.
Terzi said the State Depart
ment has “ already told us they
will not change. As soon as this
first one is passed by the
plenary, we will try to move on
ihc other one.’’
Clovis Maksoud, the Arab
l eague ambassador, said he had
enough votes to reconvene the
General Assembly in Geneva.
Irancois Giuliani, spokesman
for
U.N.
Secretary-General
•lavicr Perez dc Cuellar, said no
figures were available on the cost
of the move, but other U.N.
sources said it would be relative
ly modest. One source suggested
ii could be about $150,000.
That would cover the cost of
Hying a few New York U.N. personnci to Geneva, site of the
headquarters of the defunct
I eague of Nations.
Most nations were expected to
assign their Geneva ambassadors
to the session, diplomats said.
The General Assembly on
Tuesday delayed its annual
debate on the Palestinian pro
blem, originally scheduled today
and Dec. 6, to allow arrangc-

MondayTuesdayWednesdayThursdayFridaySaturday-

menis for Arafat to speak
elsewhere.
On S a tu rd ay , the State
Department rejected A rafat’s
application for a visa to address
the General Assembly this week. I All gOOd b e t w e e n 1 1 :3 0 - 6 :3 0

(Next to Burger King)

LATE NIGHT
SPECIAL!
12" pizza with 2
items and 3 bottles
of coke
for only

8 .9 9

$

exp. 12/ 09/88

one coupon per order

Foothill & Cal Poly
5 4 4 -3 6 3 6

DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERS"

Atascadero
4 6 6 -7 8 8 0
South SLO
5 4 9 -9 9 9 9

Laguna Village
5 4 9 -9 3 0 0

Morro bay
772-6151

Pasa Robles
2 3 9 -8 5 0 8

Los Osos
5 2 8 -0 8 0 0

Arroy Grande
481-3171
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Car Stereo

Audio Video Concepts
mam store

installation center

54 1 -5 7 7 8

5 4 3 -0 9 7 3

Higuera & Chorro

1234 Broad

Downtown SLO

TICKETS
laiors. If a vehicle with a
reported lost or stolen permit is
found by a parking attendant, it
will gel a $35 misuse-f)f-parking-permit ticket.
Previously, Public Safety’s
policy was to have the car towed
and to enact posses$ion-of-stolenproperty charges filed against
•he registered owner.
"This would then go on the
student’s record as a criminal vi
olation," Campbell said.
The new proposal allows cam
pus police the option of pro
secuting the misuse as a crime,
but Campbell says their goal is
•o discourage such practices
rather than ruin a student’s
record.

#5

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?

Transfusions thwart AIDS virus
LONDON (AP) — Monthly transfusions of blood plasma from
otherwise healthy carriers of the AIDS virus have caused the
virus to disappear from bloodstreams of 10 patients with AIDS
or an AIDS-related disease, researchers said Thursday.
The researchers said the treatment apparently kills the virus
without causing serious side effects.
Dr. Abraham Karpas of the Laboratory of Molecular Biology,
affiliated with Cambridge University, said the plasma, treated to
remove viruses, contains high levels of neutralizing antibodies
that can kill the AIDS virus.
AIDS patients lack such antibodies in their blood, said Karpas,
who led the research team. Research details appear in
December’s issue of The Proceedings o f the Motional Academy o f
Sciences, a U.S. scientific journal, he said.
Karpas called the results of his study “ very encouraging," but
other AIDS researchers urged caution in interpreting them.
Dr Bryan Gazzard of St. Stephen’s Hospital in London, where
the tests were conducted, said the findings were interesting, but
said larger trials must be done before anyone could say the
treatment offered any clinical benefit.
Dr. James Chin, an epidemiologist with the Geneva-based
World Health Organization’s Cilobal Program on AIDS, said, “ If
it’s for real, (it) deserves to be further evaluated."
However, "I think that there may be a lot of work between
some experimental results like that and what kind of applicabili
ty you would have in the real world," he warned in an interview.
"We don’t know how effective it would be, how long people
would have to take such a product. It could very well be for life.
So a lot of things have to be worked out before we can really offer
people a real ray of hope," he said.
In trials over the past nine months on six AIDS patients and
four suffering from an early stage of AIDS known as AIDSrelated complex, the virus in the patients’ blood “ immediately
disappeared ... following the transfusion of this hyper-immune
plasma," Karpas said in an interview.

Chicken TerlyakI
Beef Udon Soup (Rico and Salad not included)
Beef Teriyaki t j a i.
Barbeque P o r k ^ iL A iT '
Chicken Teriyaki
543-3476
Pork Tonkateu
'U 973 Foothill Blvd.

E l C o r r a l B o o k s to re
Fall-Winter Quarter
Break
El Corral Bookstore will be open from
Monday, Decem ber 12 to Friday, Dec
23 and then from Tuesday, Dec. 27 to
Thursday, Dec. 29.

H o u rs

Extended H ours First
Week of Classes Winter
Quarter 1989
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

January 3
January 4
January 5
January 6
January 7
January 8
January 9
January 10

7:45aim-7:00pm
7:45am-8:30pm
7:45am-8:30pm
7:45am-4:30pm
10:30am-4:30pm
10:30am-2:30pm
7:45am-7:00pm
7:45am-7:00pm
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NFL suspends 2 for drugs
MIAMI (AP) — The Miami
Dolphins will be without wide
receiver Mark Dujier for the re
mainder of the season because he
violated the NFL’s substance
abuse policy, but offensive guard
Roy Foster says the rest of the
team is clean.
“ (Coach Don) Shula lets us
know what’s happening as far as
the drug situation,” Foster said.
“ I don’t believe we associate
ourselves with drugs of any sort.
He weeds out those kinds of
guys.”
The NFL on Wednesday
suspended Duper and Dallas
Cowboys’ defensive back Victor
Scott for violating the league’s
substance abuse policy. The
suspensions are for 30 days,
which means both players will
miss the rest of the season.
Neither the league nor the
teams would say what drugs
were involved.
Duper, 29, became the first
Miami player to be penalized for
substance abuse since 1983.
“ It’s one of the toughest
things I’ve had to deal with,”
Shula said. “ I hope everything
gets straightened out, and Mark
is able to resume his career with
the Miami Dolphins next year.”
Shula declined to comment on
whether Duper’s problem was an

NEW FACTORY OUTLET !

isolated one for the team.
Scott, 26, also was suspended
for 30 days last year for
substance abuse. He became the
second Cowboy this season to be
penalized under the NFL’s drug
policy; offensive tackle Kevin
Gogan was suspended for a
month near the end of training
camp.
Duper, a seven-year veteran
and two-time Pro Bowl per
former, has done work with the
“ Say No To Drugs” program.
Several teammates said they
were shocked by the suspension.
“ Dupe’s locker is right next to
mine, and I just didn’t have any
idea at a ll,” safety Glenn
Blackwood said. “ I talk to him
every day. There was no indica
tion of pot or anything like
that.”
Foster said Duper is not the
kind of person to use drugs.
“ It just doesn’t add up,”
Foster said. “ I just don’t want to
believe that Duper’s caught up in
anything like that.”
Duper was unavailable for
comment, and his agent failed to
return two phone calls.
Duper had only four pass
receptions for 44 yards in the
past four games. He caught no
passes Sunday against the New
York Jets and finished the game

S49-904B. S41-23ÓÓ

on the sidelines because he was
bothered by a sore left arch,
Shula said.
The coach said he supports the
league’s drug policy.
“ The most important thing the
National Football League can do
is to prove it’s a drug-free
game,” he said.
The action against Duper and
Scott brought to 24 the number
of players suspended this season
for violating the drug policy.
Duper and Scott won’t be
allowed any contact with their
team during the suspension.
They’ll be placed on a non-foot
ball-related illness list retroactive
to Tuesday, said Joe Browne,
director of communications for
the league.
Because only and a half weeks
remain in the regular season, the
30-day suspension period could
be carried over to next season.
“ We’ll discuss that during the
offseason,” Browne said. “ Right
now, it’s open-ended.” Scott was
sidelined much of this year with
a shoulder injury, but he did play
last Thursday against Houston.
“ We regret that we have that
situation with Victor Scott,”
C ow boys
p re s id e n t
Tex
Schramm said. “ 1 don’t think
it’ll have a major affect on the
team.”

Poly stucient makes
the call in spare time
By Kelley Cummins
staff Writer

What began as an enjoyable
way to earn money through
school for one Cal Poly student
has become a lifelong commit
ment to athletics.
Herod Lowery has refereed col
lege and international volleyball
games, including those of the
USA men’s and women’s Olym
pic teams.
Lowery said that referees have
to work as hard as the athletes
do and put up with a lot of
criticism.
“ It takes a special person to be
a referee,” he said. “ You’ve got
to ,be patient and thick-skinned.
Criticism can take a lot out of
you. Not much bothers me
anymore.”
One of the hardest aspects of
his job may be when Lowery
referees Cal Poly volleyball
games. Normally, students can
not be referees at their own
schools because they could easily
become biased, Lowery said.
Lowery is the exception,
because there are only five
referees north of Los Angeles

ary Anne's
'

Worth $3.00 on
any Hallmark
purchase of
$15.00 or more
Dec. 3 through
Dec. 9, 1988.

Downtown

111« Chono
Sjn Iw t Oteipo. CA «]401
S44-SS04

^0*
s n .fí: S M

feeling frazzled, blue & stressed?
mom knows you're not at your best!
need mom's comfort and encouragement?
call m e-l'm a mom for rent! 528-2220

BEAT THOSE "FINALS BLUES," CALL
RENT>A-MOM. 528-2220 FOR MOTHERLY
CONCERN, CHEER AND ENCOURAGING
TALES OF DARING-DO...DISCOUNT STUDYGROUP RATES AVAILABLE.
•
•
•
•

hot chocolate w / or w /out marshmallows
test review
inspiring saga of the engine that could
things you’d expect from your mother
because a mother knows

10%

who qualify to judge at Cal Po
ly’s Division 1 ranking, and he is
one of them.
“ Everyone knows I’m not
biased, and most of the time they
don’t have a choice,” Lowery’
said. “ I’ve made some pretty
brutal calls against Cal Poly, but
I’m just doing my job. I can’t let
emotions get to me.”
There was a time when Lowery
was swayed by his emotions at a
Cal Poly women’s volleyball
game. It was the last Cal Poly
game for seniors C a rro ll
Tschasar and Vera Pendergast in
1986. Cal Poly was “ getting
cream ed” by University of
Pacific, it was matchpoint and
Cal Poly made a technical error.
“ I was determined not to end
their careers on a little technical
error, so 1 didn’t call it,” Lowery
said. “ UOP’s coach was yelling
at me. I knew we were going to
lose anyway.”
Lowery earns J45 refereeing at
the junior college level and $75
for NCAA Division I games, plus
expenses.
Money is not the sole reason'
why Lowery is a referee. He said
that he enjoys what he does and
plans to do it for the rest of his
life, despite its occassional
drawbacks.
Once, Lowery made some
questionable but accurate calls
aginst UC Santa B arbara’s
men’s volleyball team and the
audience became unruly.
“ UCSB lost, but they knew my
calls were right,” he said. “ They
had to escort me out of the gym.
The crowd was really angry at
me.*’
Lowery said that refereeing at
the NCAA division I level is
thrilling because of the athlete’s
qualilty of play and because the
players make less mistakes.
“ When I ref top athletes in the
world, it’s such an exciting feel
ing,” he said. “ I compare these
athletes only to the NBA in
overall ability.”

OFF

Color photo Christmas
Greeting Cards
From Your 35m m C olor Print N egatives
5 4 9 -8 9 7 9

exp. 12/09/88
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e t [tù x a ie urilfi jin c j o o d a n d jin c w inc u t

C ai.m e[ S e a c ii.

All /1RJQ1RVED Class Ring prices have
been reduced this quarter. Order yours
M _ before December 31st and save!
O n ly $ 2 5 d e p o s it r e q u ir e d

ElCbrral
Bookstore
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MERRY CHRISTMAS
THE PE

BLOOM CO UNTY
by Berke Breathed

Mens and
Style Hair
(Include^

if

^

íP Q O )< ^ t

^reg. $7.99

B r in ^

2 P e o i^ Ai^ the Third
ts A ^ e e Haircut.
p. 1/9/88
541-2320

1119 Morro, SLO

D.K.'s
W e s t In d ie s B a r
BLOOM COUNTY

by B erke B reathed

Happy Hour
.750 Draft Beer
Mon.-Fri.

4-8pm

N ightly D inner Specials: O N LY $2.36

L iv e M u s ic !

See Classifieds for more info.!
1121 BROAD STREET

5 4 3 -0 2 2 3

BLOOM COUNTY
m i f iv5fN m /iL
\
L£miBP sarnm o AM/T
io c ie irs m occufm wN

vrmcosmnc

B E

by B erke B reathed

OF

O U R

T E A M

Get your application now at the Burger Bar. We
are hiring on 12/8/86 to start work on 1/3/89 in the
newest addition to the C a m p u s Eateries.
«^Flexible hours
«»Convenient location
c»Free meal for a 4 hour work shift
F-7' ' f f l i l F W I l I l I b k . ® ' t h e pizza you con smell.

I

V

Thus ends

PART

D

E

O

2161 Broad St.
543-4993

the saga
of Opus

HUNDREDS OF DIFFERENT TITLES

and his nose.

L argest S electio n ■ N o D ep osits ■ N ig h t D rop

Have a very
Merry holiday

.

W ILL

HONOR

OTHER VIDEO
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R E
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STORE’S

COUPON
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ALL MOVIES
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Ttustanq DaiXu publication wUX resume winter quarter on !MoncCay, ')anuar\j 9

Classified
AaAaAaaaaah!
WHEELMEN come to your mtg!
Highly valued info for you.
Training and racing stuff'
Wad 11 /30 7pm Dexter 227
it will be short-beeee there

IT. PARTY SAT
6:00 BE TH ER E!
HAIRCUTS-$7.00 STYLE CUTS-$8 00
THE HAIR DEN 779 Foothill
543-1290 543-7871

Sidney Portier in

SHOOT TO KILL
D e c 2 /3 ,7 & 9 :1 5
Chumash Aud $1.75

NE\N YEARS IN SF RT SLO/SF 12/28DK'S TONIGHT 'CARIBBEAN ALLSTARS'
$3 SATURDAY 'CRUCIAL DBC $3
Midnight movie at the Fremont
Decline of Western Civilization:
THE METAL YEARS
Fri Dec 2 & Sat Dec 3

WHERE CAN YOU readyourpoemsyour
songsstageyourplays'do‘yourart'>
winter quarter at the
SANDWICH PLANT call X1112ofS46-0379

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELWE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE'

BEV VACCARO
URGENT, CALL
JO H N R EYN OLD S
619-272-3512
BIG KAHUNA,FUJII FACTOR.PRE8TO
CONGRATULATIONS' BEST OF LUCK
W E l l MISS YOU!
JUL & MICHE

LARRY B.
CONGRADS!!!

YOU MADE m O O O D LUCK
M THE REAL WORLOlfWE KNOW
YOU'LL MAKE IT BIGIWE W LL
ALL MISS YOU TER R SLYI
7 DAYS AND COUNTMG U N TI.
THE BIG O' DAY - HAVE FUN1!
LOVE- YOUR (X) CLASS. STAFF

“marceek
HAPPY B-DAY!
YOU'RE A NUT!
HiWE A W I.0
BIRTHDAVYYYVYVf
LOVE ALL YOUR PALS.
THOSE GIRLS OF APT.8

k. «

Planned Parenihood of SLO
177 Sanu Rosa 549-9446
FOR WOMEN AND MEN
Confidential, affordable
reproductive health care
THE MUSTANG DAK.Y
CLASSIFIED STAFF
WISHES EVERYONE A
SAFE AND HAPPY
HOUDAYtllENJOY
THE BREAK- SEE YOU
NEXT Y E A R IIIIIIIII

XMAS TAM ALES

AIRLINE/CRUISE SHIP JOBS(ALL
POSITIONS)Amazing recorded
message reveals information
guranteed to get you hired or no
fee 805-966-3739 ext.104
CIRCLE K CLUB banner missing from
U.U. If found or have information
please contact Jon at 541 -2915
FOUND GREY ME 341 FOLDER AT
MUSTANG DAILY____________________
LOST-SET OF KEYS ON 11-14 AT
PHONE BOOTH ACROSS FROM BOOK
STORE IF FOUND CALL 541-8364

$HELP$

I NEED 5 G ^ D TICKETS
CALL LARRY 541-9590 LV. MSG.

CAL POLY GREEKS
Good Luck on your finals
and have a MeWy Christmas
and a happy New Year
KAO

I

I

CHRISTWA T OF THETA
C A N T WMT FOR THE REVEALWQ!
LOVE. YOUR TSS

Assistant wanted to help local
businessman to set up a charit
able organization for homeless
and disadvantaged people Please
send note about yourself to W.
Perrine P.O. Box 14059 SLO 93401
DAY CARE IN HOME NEEDED 30hrsAwk
1 CHLD-Call 528-3245 eves___________
EARN THOUSANDS-Stuffing
envelopes RUSH $1 & SASE:
NEW GENERATION DESIGNS
PO BOX 704, FRESNO,CA 93712
Make 100's m your spare time
plating posters No selling
Can (918) 33MONEY.

BE COOL-SELL YOUR EXTRA GRAD
TICKETS TO ME. CALL STEVE AT
541-1667 EVEN6IGS________________
CASH FOR GRAD TICKETS-546-9332

PYNEWYEAR

GRAD TICKETS V9ANTEDz$John5447643

HELP

PLEASE SELL ME YOUR EXTRA
GRAD TICKETS...I NEED S!
GMNY 543-4473
HELP - NEED TWO EXTRA GRAD
TICKETS - YES I l L PAY FOR
THEM - CALL 543-7609 ASK FOR
PHL OR LE/WE MESSAGE___________
HELP' I need 2 Grad tickets
«Wl pay Wbndy 541-3530_____________
I NEED 2 GRAD TICKETS
$$ Neootiabies
Craig 541-6276. Leave mesaaga _____
I Need Graduation Tlckata!
lease can Dam 549-9503

PIZZA HUT DELIVERY DRIVERS!
$5hr,tipa-call Sleve/Jim 544-4811

4sale-4 PimsATires to fit mazda&
Nissan 2&4wheel d n ^ trucks Rims
15x7 Wsstem Spnnters w/charcoal
centers Tires P 215 75R 15m-fs Dunlop
hke new $400 call 541-1014____________
Cassettes for the ride home or
cash to make the trip CT buys &
sens used case, ipa. & cds as
wen as giving u the best deal on
prevwusty owned tunes for the
tnp home. 873 Marsh. SLO
GRADUATION SALE
RECLMER. WEBER B 6 0 COFFEE
TABLE. END TABLE. SMGLE BED
541-9590 LETS TALK $_______________

I NEED GRAD TICKETS
Ooni make my grandparents wart
tn the car. Please can 772-4723

H20BED Supersmgle w/6 drawers,
bookcase headboard & 3 sheet
comforter sets $1S0tobo 543-3039

I need your extra graduation tix
PLEASE C A U 526-4663 CHRIS

HP41CV w/ time & Xfunct modules
$99 obo can CRAIG 541-4430__________

NEED DEC GRAD TICKETS
Willing to pay Big Bucks
Make 5 4 6 ^ 3 _____________________

B M XT Ctone.Turtw.Complele with
monMor.pnnter.soflware.ready to
go $950 or best offer. 595-7753________

NEED GRAD TICKETS!! W LL PAY
IF NECESS CALL CHUCK 541-2915

Pine Desk$29 Bkcase23 ctable20new
erxltable15 othrsizes made 5411365

NEED GRAD TICKETS.
W LL PAY PLEASE CALL 541-6675
NEED GRADUATION TICKET PLEASE
C A a KRISTIE 549-0447
PLEASE HELP-Stlll Need
GRAD TICKETSU 773-5274
WkNT YOUR GRAD TICKETS PLEASE!
PAY BIG BUCKS' CAROL 544-9266

CAR TR O U B LE ?
Bowman's Services
541-4919
On campus service

ACCURATE WORD PROCESSWG
Pickup 5 Delivery Avail 526-5049

Scuba Gear- tanks.BC's.ragulator,
etc,.Casio 16k personal computer
w/ printer- $200 BAN dark room
equipment 773-1615__________________
T-SHIRTS & SWEATSHIRTS ON SALE!
First quality stock factory irreg
ulars and seconds.AII come in many
colors in both adult A children
sizes This parking lot sale is
from 9AM-3PM SATDEC.3 ONLY! Come
to (>ntral CaHfomis's largest
T-Shirt printer Seri Graphic Design
825 Capitolio Wy.SLO. Rain cancels

CAR STEREO EQUIP 1HK CA260 AMP
$300 1HK CA240 Amp $250 iP r Polk
6500 Spkr $85 iP r Alpine 8 "Wfr
$90 All Near New Call Erik 5410566

IBM CLONE.TURBO DRIVE.DUAL
FLOPPYS, 640K, EGA COLOR MONITOR
$1100 00 473-1336

P Ä i^ R CHASE WORD PR0CESS6IG
Call Karen at 544-2692
Cal Poly Crew Bovine Bingo
whenFnday Dac2 12 rKxm
where Cal Poly Wbmen's Soccer
Field
win SlOOO-tickets S3

REASONABLE RAETZ TYPING SERV
CALL NANCY 543-3774 AFTER 6 PM
WORDSTAR WORDPROCESSING
/RESUMES BY JEAN $1 50/PAGE
541-5943

2 Rooms avail, in house close to
Poly. All convenievces 549-0340
$26S/mo.___________________________
2F TO SHARE RM IN LG HOUSE BEG
JAN1 250/EA CALL HEIDI 543 8552

Business
DirectoryS

F Rmt FRPL share apt w/ one
other quiet studious must see
275/rTW SLO msg-543-9004___________
F RMT to share room in apt
5 min walk to Poly w/d; dishwshr
backyd $200/nw CALL 544-1426__________
FEM NEEDED ASAP to share room in
wonderful house 2blks to Poly,
fully furnished-beautiful view
Call Karen or Kim 544-4735 $210/mo______
Fern ROOMIE needed right away!
$190 Clean. Very QUIE'T 5-min
walk 2 Poly Chnsty 541-6246_____________

NOBODY HOT DOGS IT LIKE WE DO'
WIENERSCHNITZEL-885 FOOTHILL
MUSTANG DAILY CUPON8
"WE DO IT U K E YOU'D DO IT"
BURGER KINO-981 FO O TH LL BLVD.
MUSTANG D A L Y CUPONS
During Finals week, order a pizza
from NARDONNE'S! 549-9392
MUSTANG DAILY CUPONS

Fern Roommate to share large room
in house in wtr/sprg $2(X)/mo call
549-9960______________________________

Female needed to share room in
house near Poiy.Rent $180
starting Jan.Can move in now
call544-2664___________________________

DESPERATELY NEED GRAD TICKETS
HELP!! CALL SUSAN 546-6460 $$_______

GRAD TICKETS NEEDED. W LL PAY
CASH IVAN 543-2961 OR 543-0373

2 MALE ROOMMATES needed to share
a privately owned Cedar Creek
condo. Five minute walk to Poly
Many extras. Furnished Month-tomonth lease $235/mo. each.
Call Tom at 541-5266.________________

Fern own rm 250mo. no util.
Call Amy 543-426411__________________

Aunt A Uncle need graduation
tickets will pay $$ call after
7 :00 in evening Joey 469-7696________

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY^
CRISIS PREGNANCY COUNSELING
OPEN ADOPTION
CHX.DREN S HOME SOCIETY
541-1474

> '
I I

TRANSPORTATION AND 2 DAYS LIFTS
FEB 10-12 CALL 756-2545

LEARN TO MAKE XMAS TAMALES
ONE DAY COOKING CLASS
EITHER SAT DEC.17TH OR MON DEC
19TH 10-4PM JUST $15
CALL CHRISTINA 544-3909

4 Grad tlcketa needed.WIII pay $10
ea.Pleaae helpt Laalle 549-6936

•

1967 Ford pickup 4-speed low miles
A.C. sliding window custom interior
$10,500 obo call 688-3725 evenings

2 FM RMMTS NEEDE TO SHARE
RM IN HOUSE W/ OWN BATH
W/D $202/ea. A.S.A.P. 546-0591_______

TYE DYE SHIRTS ON SALE
$14 95 BEEFY-T SHORT SLEEVE
DOLPHW SN R T FACTORY OUTLET
1804 OSOS STREET
C A U FOR riF O 541-2566_____________

I

1967 Ford pickup 4 speed low
miles A C. sliding window custom
interior 10,500 obo call
688-3725 evenings_________________

LONDON STUDY
2nd INFORMATIONAL MEETING
DEC 1 THEATRE 11 00

SUNGLASSES! and an outstanding deal!
Ray-Ban. O a k l^ , Vuarrwt. SurnHoud.
Revo's. Buoci. Gargoyles. Frogskins.
Maui-Jims. Hobte. and Ski Optics
Cheap to start with plus 10% off
the top with a Cal Poly C Super
Deals on swimwear, shorts and Tshirts too. The Sea Barn Atrila Beach

» ’

SKIING PE 165 INCLUSIVE WEEK-END
AT BEAR VALLEY $225 INCLUDES:
ACCOMMODATION. INSTRUCTION, FOOD

FRIDAY. DECEMBER 2. 1988

1987 BMW 325 loaded-cruisewarranty-extras-$17,900 773-1615

1 Fern Rmmt needed to share apt
furnished, own room sublet or own
lease. Wbodside Apts. Call
541-9307 for info leave message_______

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U U INFO DESK
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

i!

1/1 $75 239-1746

1986 SUZUKI SAMURI AM/FM Cass.,
Low Miles xint cond. ASKING
below blue book.$4995 528-7167eve

I Need Graduation Tickets!
Please Call Dani 549-9503

Mustang Daily
C lassifieds

k '
» ‘
» ‘

Australian Cruise on SS Canberra
5 ports Hawaii.Fiji,Tonga.NZ.
Sydney .One vacancy in 4 man
berth .Departs Feb.10-Mar.2
very low fare-$1300.Call Mike
1-968-5787

81 HNDA125W/CVR 3 4 9 0 B 0 541-5746
87 HONDA ELITE $1500 OBO
772-2312 EVES
Yamaha 125SC 1000 miles $1200
OBO 772-7906 or 772-1828

Female roommate wanted for
spnng and winter quarters to
snare a room in nice apt Please
can 544-2637 for information
$195/mo_______________________________
Female-share room in Great House
lOmin walk to Poly 210/mo 5440613
FMLE Roommate needed Share room
m Apt Close to Poly cheap rent
call 546-6291___________________________
MALE/FEMALE ROOMMMATE NEEDED your
own room m key location
approx $275 mo including utilities
541-0197_______________________________
Own room $312.50 util pd.
nice apt prefer female 543-5653__________
Own room in Large houae-$250
Morro Bay( 15 mins to PoN!)
Ocean view must see' 772-2803_______
Own room in house half miie from
Poly $2SOmw Xto util 546-9074_________
Private fum. bdrm.study A bath
m new Shell Beach horne for mature
quiet person $3S0/mo 773-1615
Room tor rent
female roommate-$185/share.$350/own
■futilities Avaitabie winter quarter
CtoeetoPoty. 544-1047___________

CAREER PLANNMO.JOB SEARCH
Interviewing Resumes 541-8411

MASSAGE THERAPY certified.license
Reasonable Jeff Miller 549-9925
THE BODY FIRM Personalized
weight-loss programs 546-8278

A.S.A.P. LIMO SERVICE
Studerrt Rales 549-6333

SL OPTOMETRtC CENTER 543-6632
Glasses-Contact Lanaes-Eye Exams

Room for rent $21(Vmo 541-9107
or 544-3668_________________________
ROOM FOR RENT in modem condo in
the Laguna area $250 ea shared/
$500 private 546-0664 Maureen_______
TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED to share
bdroom in Murray St Station Apt
$206 25 each pr mnth call 541 -9527

ELECTROLYSIS 544-3396 Olertda
for permanent hair removal

Reaumea, Senior ProkKts A More!
Laser Printer Laura-549-8966
RESUMES.ORAPHICS,LASER PRMTS
DreamScape Does ITI 541-6234

2 bdrm apts fum or unfum 9 month
lease Pool, Tennis. Free utilities
Call 544-7772

BOB'a TV 543-2946 FREE EST.
S State TV.VCR.STEREO exp 1/31/89

Apt 4 rent S6S/mo Ava 12/1 541-5050
Female needed to share room
Adorable House one Block to school
foMy furnished w/ wash/dry/micro
calf 543-0424
FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12
MONTH LEASE 543-1452
FURNISHED 3bdm APT
WINTER SPRING LEASES
4MAILABLE 543-1450

GULLIVER'S TRAVEL 546-8612
University Union Cai Poly

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING $1.50
double-spaced page Marcy 541-4214
CONSHA'S OFFiCE SUPPLY
Typing $1,50 per page
DOCUGRAPHICS: W b rt Processlrtg
Fast Service-Student Rates
937-6992/Santa Maria-7days/wk

AAAIBEST PRICED CONDOS A HOMES
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET
AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CALL
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDQ-T
for a FREE LIST of all the least
expensive houses A condos lor
sale in SLO. CALL STEVE NELSON
543-A370 arto leave message
FARRELL SMYTH INC

RAR WORD PROCESSMO 544-2591

(Rona) Servire Cal
“ Poly for 14yrs
LASER PRINTER/studt Irates/by appt
ROBIN TO THE RESCUE! 543-1668
Typing/WP7 Qur Name Says i1 All!
SR. PROJECTS A M ASTER^ THESES
Linda Black 544-1305/466-0687

Mustang Daily
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Maine Senator elected majority leader by Democrats
W ASHINGTON
(AP)
—
(.Icorge Mitchell showed the style
he brings to the post of Senate
majority leader when he was
isked recently how the Demojraiic Congress would respond to
George Bush’s call for a cut in
Ihe capital gains tax.
“ 1 doubt it would be enacted,”
he quickly replied, adding that
“ to begin the struggle to reduce
the deficit by making a proposal
that would increase the deficit
seems to me to be the wrong way
to begin.”
That said, he lost no time of
fering the Republican presidenteleci an easy way to avoid an
early confrontation.
"It seems to me he could logi
cally say to those who favor that
position, first we’ve got to get
our fiscal house in order,” said
the Maine senator.
The message was clear, but it
ssas delivered without rancor. It
vsas partisan but not excessively
so.
How much that style con
tributed to Mitchell’s surprising
ly easy victory Tuesday in the
contest for majority leader was
unclear. Senators jealously guard'
their motives in such internal
matters.
But when the secret ballot was
tallied, Mitchell had 27 votes
compared with 14 each for Sens.
.1. Bennett Johnston of Louisiana
and Daniel Inouye of Hawaii.
One of the things senators do
best is to count votes and assess
their meaning, and as soon as the
first ballot total was known,
Johnston and Inouye moved to
declare M itch ell’s election
unanimous.
The Maine senator succeeds
Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia,
a man of far different tempera
ment and style. Out of place in
an age of television, Byrd often
came across as a throwback to a
time when the Senate was a club
ruled by elders who used their ^
seniority and their power to
dispense or withhold favors as a
way o f m ain taining party
discipline.
During the past two decades
the Senate changed markedly.

I»appp I
I
I
*

Most obvtously, the average age
plummeted. It now is somewhere
just below 50. Gone are the aged
Southern monuments to the
past. Many senators are in their
thirties and have young children.
They also grew up with televi
sion and recognized its power
and Ronald Reagan’s mastery of

the medium. Two years ago, after
a decade of resistance, television
entered the Senate chamber and
the Democrats became more
acutely aware of the need for a
leader who would project well to
Americans now able to watch
debates from their living rooms.
Clearly, television worked in

diversion of funds to the
Nicaraguan contras.
“ Please remember ... that it is
possible for an American to
disagree with you on aid to the
Contras, and still love God, and
still love this country, just as
much as you do,” said Mitchell.

Mitchell’s favor as he sought
support from his colleagues.
One of the highlights of the
televised Iran-Contra hearings
was M itchell’s confrontation
with Marine Lt. Col. Oliver
North, the former White House
aide who was a central figure in
the sale of arms to Iran and the
^^^a^^^a^^^a
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Give your parents the ultimate
Christmas gift!! - Repay your college
costs before you graduate
plus enjoy a richer, quieter, safer
surrounding, while getting
a better education!!
Call TEAM REALITY To Find Out How:

O n tU 9 i

541-1921
TEA M R EA LTY

L rx r'

Cut Me Out

U i

tr-T j-

BOOKS MAKE
GREAT
GIFTS!
Gift Books and C a l e n d a r s
n o w on d i s p l a y .
f r e e

"0 '

g i f t

w r a p p i n g

B G jn o J ^ B o o Is lD ie

Shop early foFgreat
gift ideas

r“

%

! V

Wám
2 FOR 1 H A P P Y H O U R
WELL DRINKS ONLY
D A IL Y 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Beautiful gift
^
books, gift
-JL, calendars, &
' "traditional gifts

D A N C IN G !!
L IV E M U S IC
W E D N E S D A Y -S A T U R D A Y

9 p.m. to closing
$ 1 .5 0 Baked
Potatoes
5-9 p.m.
.750 Bud Light

EIGdiioI
Bookstore

Now on display
' free gift w ra p p in g

Happy Hour
with
Free Munchies
4pm - 8pm
Every Nitel

541-4150

The Best
Hamburgers
and
Chicken Burgers
in Town!

W ednesday Night
South Of The Border Night
O ver 20 Different Tequila Drinks
Special Low Prices All Nite Long
Com e Listen To The Newest,
Hottest DJ On The Central Coast.

♦TU ESDA Y NIG H T*
"18” AND OVER
COLLEGE NIGHT
DJ. Dancing Starts -8:00 PM
21 & over NO COVER

"HOT" NEW WAVE. Be There

Big Dance Floor • No Cover Charge

’ Í

Thursday Nlghf
Cantina Cooler Night
Long Island Ice Tea & C ape C od
Pitchers • Special Low Prices
After Farmer’s Market
Com e Listen To The Newest,
Hottest DJ On The Central Coast.

Friday - Saturday Nights
Live Rock-n-Roll Entertainmentl
Call Us or Com e By
To Check Our Schedule of
Upcoming Entertainment.
It’s The

__________ N o C o ver C h arg e

AU Bogie Buigere are 1/8 Lb. 100% ground
beef cooked medium rare, or to your choice.
Served on a sesame seed bun and topped
with the stuff you like.
it Served with Fries or
Salad (1000 Island or Ranch Dressing)!

Monday - Saturday 11:30 a.m.
Burgers, Sandwiches, Salads, Fries.
K c g n la r
I

,1

Baeon A Cheddar....................... 8.7B

T e r i C'hicken--------------------------------- B.9B

Ground Beef Topped Hith Cheddar Cheese and Bacon

Marinaled in Teriyaki Suikv and To|>|K*d with l*iiiea|>|>le

€ftrtcf(a A Cheese-------------------------8.7B

Texas f^hlcken—

I

«.S B

................... B.9B

4.B0
4.B0

To|)|K’d With our Fatnrnis Bar-B-C^ie Sam e K Jm k Clieesi-

Topped with Jack Cheese and Ortega Chili

Hawaiian Bnrpjer....................... 3*78

;
A

Uchú«

O ld Faithful...................................8.78

4*88

4.88

l*lain (Jiieken Breast. Wi

Pinea|>|)li\ Bacon and ('heddor (Jiccsc

O ld Faithful................................. ;|.88 8.78
Tlic kiiul you get cveiywhere else. With Clu i si' add

Te riy a k i B u s ie r..........................8.80

C ^eFa Sulad..e.e..s.......e...se
Ham, Turkey, Cheddar A Jaek Cheese
To|) off Fresh Salad Greens

4.00

Marinated in Teriyaki Sauce and To|>|>ed with rinca|>|)le
til

Texa% B u rg e r.............................. 8.88

Cheeae Salad...................... .

8.78

Cheddar and Jaek ('heese
|To|» off Fresh Salad Greens

Witli our S|>eeial Bar-B-Qiie Saiuv. With Jack i'lieese add

Bogie B u rg e r...............................8.98

4.88

1/2 1.1». oC Beef Server I on a Freneli Roll. Wiili (Jieesc add 2oV

Bogie’s Cafe / Cantina
Located in The Laguna Village Shopping Center
Com er of Lot Osos Valley and M adonna Roods

541-4150

.8.88

S.L.O.

iGreen Salad.........................
Jnsi (ireot Fresh Salad Greens

.8.98

